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Bihar Governor Phagu
Chauhan on Tuesday
invited Nitish Kumar to
form the government in
Bihar again after the
JD-U leader staked his
claim and submitted
the list of 165 MLAs
supporting him.

B

ihar Governor Phagu
Chauhan on Tuesday invited
Nitish Kumar to form the government in Bihar again after
the JD-U leader staked his
claim and submitted the list of 165
MLAs supporting him.
The swearing-in ceremony of Nitish
Kumar is scheduled at 2 p.m. on
Wednesday at the Rajendra Mandapam
inside Raj Bhavan.
Besides him, RJD leader Tejashwi
Yadav will also take the oath as Deputy
Chief Minister.Nitish Kumar wants to
take the oath on Wednesday afternoon

as it will be a "Shubh Muhurat" (auspicious day). Wednesday is a "Purnima" of
the ongoing Sawan month, which is of
great importance in Hindu tradition.
While some sources said that six ministers will also be sworn-in on
Wednesday, there is also a possibility
that only Nitish Kumar and Tejashwi
Yadav will be sworn-in and the cabinet
expansion will take place later on.
However, it is not clear who the other
MLAs would take oath at Wednesday's
event. Sources have said that the portfolios occupied by the BJP will be given to
the RJD, the Congress and Left parties.
The leaders of the Mahagathbandhan
are tightlipped on the distribution of
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portfolios but sources have said that
Nitish Kumar will keep the Home portfolio with himself, and the post of
Assembly Speaker will go to the RJD.
It is understood that Nitish Kumar will
distribute the portfolios in a ratio of 1:4
or one minister for four MLAs. There is
also a possibility that as there are 7
alliance partners in the
Mahagathbandhan, the ratio may jump
to 1:5.For JD-U, Vijay Kumar Chaudhary,
Ashok Chaudhary, Shrawan Kumar,
Jama Khan, and Sumit Singh are the
front runners for occupying ministerial
berths again.For the RJD, Bhai Virendra,
Tej Pratap Yadav, Rahul Tiwari, etc are
also in the race.

PM Modi recalls
sacrifices of
Hazrat Imam
Hussain on day
of Ashura
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi
on Tuesday
recalled the
sacrifices of
Hazrat Imam
Hussain on the
day of Ashura
New Delhi: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Tuesday
recalled the sacrifices of
Hazrat Imam Hussain on the
day of Ashura.
The prime minister said
that Hazrat Imam Hussain is
remembered for his unwavering commitment to truth and
his fight against injustice.
In a tweet, Prime Minister
Modi said, "Today is a day to
recall the sacrifices of Hazrat
Imam Hussain (AS). He is
remembered for his unwavering commitment to truth and
his fight against injustice.
"He also placed great
importance on equality and
brotherhood."

'Evolving away from tennis':
Serena Williams hints at...

Manipur govt claims blockade over,
agitators vow to continue stir
Imphal|Agencies

C

onfusion reigned over the five-day old
"economic blockade," called by the All
Tribal Student Union Manipur
(ATSUM), along the National Highway 2
(Imphal-Dimapur) as the Manipur government on Tuesday said that it had been called
off while the student body said that they
would continue the protest.An ATSUM statement on Tuesday night said that the emergency meeting of the organisation and
ATSUM Federating Units held on Tuesday had
denounced the agreement signed between
the Manipur government, the Hill Areas
Committee, and the ATSUM, ANSAM KSOGHQ."The decision of the denouncement was
made in the event of the agreement being
signed at the unilateral capacity and decision
of the individuals involved in the agreement
without consulting the executives of ATSUM
and Federating Units. The office of ATSUM
suspends Vanlanlian Khaute from the post of
Vice President of ATSUM with immediate
effect for gross violation of the conduct of the
Union by unilaterally appending signature to
the agreement," the ATSUM statement said.
It said that the ATSUM is convening an
emergency meeting of ATSUM, ANSAM,
KSO-GHQ, ATSUM Federating Units, and
other senior leaders on Wednesday to seek a
common way forward of the ongoing movement for introducing the HAC-recommended
The Manipur (Hill Areas) Autonomous
District Council Bill 2021 in the Manipur
Assembly and its enactment.
Earlier, according to the state government
officials, the ATSUM, which called the blockade on Friday to demand passage of the bill

With Sri Lanka in mind, Bangladesh minister Assam Rifles officer injured in
firing by militants in Arunachal
warns against China's BRI lending
Itanagar|Agencies
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B

angladesh Finance Minister
AHM Mustafa Kamal has
come out openly warning
countries to be watchful of Chinese
loans which are directed through
the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
Interestingly, Chinas Foreign
Minister Wang Yi just wound up his
Dhaka trip on Sunday.
Dhaka is currently negotiating
with the International Monetary
Fund for a financial assistance package. It has also sought budgetary
support from the Japan
International Cooperation Agency
(JICA). However, China has been
fast expanding its presence in
Bangladesh as well.
China had committed to invest
$40 billion in various infrastructure
projects and joint ventures under
the BRI in 2016 during Chinese
President Xi Jinping's visit to
Bangladesh.
"Authorities in Bangladesh are
well aware of the fact that Chinese
loans could land them in a bigger

trouble but there is a need for infrastructure development and mostly
the terms and conditions of the
deals are not tilted too much in
favour of the Chinese.. we have seen
what has happened to Sri Lanka.
Beijing's loans are driven by their
own interests and countries need to
understand that.. There is a growing
trust deficit with China," a Dhaka
based analyst told India Narrative.
Bangladesh's foreign exchange
reserves have been depleting rapidly. Its foreign exchange reserves
stood at $39.48 billion as of July 27
compared to $45.7 billion a year
earlier.
Sri Lanka, which had been heavily dependent on Chinese assistance
for supporting its economy, has officially declared bankruptcy. The Sri
Lankan economic crisis has led to
growing concerns across the world,
especially for the countries which
have received big ticket loans from
Beijing.
"Everyone blames China. China
cannot disagree. It's their responsibility," the New York Daily Paper

quoted Kamal as saying. He also
added that China too on its part
must do a thorough analysis of the
project for which it is lending.
An Observer Research
Foundation report said that ever
since Sri Lanka plunged into a fullfledged economic crisis, China the
island state's largest bilateral creditor and trade partner has provided it
with humanitarian assistance of a
mere $74 million. China is also yet
to decide on Sri Lanka's request for
loan restructuring and additional
financial aid worth $4 billion, the
report added.
Wang Yi, after winding up his
Dhaka visit said that the ChinaBangladesh relations were "founded
on the basis of profound mutual
trust of the elder generations of
national leaders of the two countries, on the basis of jointly striving
for national independence and dignity, and on the basis of jointly safeguarding legitimate interests of
developing countries." He also
thanked Dhaka for adhering to the
One China policy.

Goa set for panchayat polls on Wed, 5,038 candidates in fray
Panaji|Agencies

E

lection to 186 village panchayats in Goa will be held on
Wednesday, with 5,038 candidates in fray representing 1,464
wards.According to State Election
Commissioner, W.V.
Ramanamurthy, counting of votes
will be taken up on August 12. While

the 186 village panchayats in Goa
have a total of 1,528 wards, 64 candidates have already been elected
unopposed. A total of 8,27,099 voters
are eligible to cast their votes, including 4,01,725 male voters and 4,25,372
female voters, along with two belonging to the third gender.The State
Election Commission (SEC) has
reserved 21 seats (1.37 per cent) for

Schedule Castes, 187 seats (12.32 per
cent) for Schedule Tribes and 307
(20.10 per cent) for Other Backward
Classes. Along with adequate police
force, more than 10,000 polling staff
have been deployed for the smooth
conduct of the elections. Around 30
out of 1,566 polling booths have been
identified as vulnerable and
sensitive.

DEATH THREAT FARMER 'SEIZES' OFFICE PROPERTY OF GUJARAT
TO YOGI ON
GOVT ENTITY OVER PENDING LAND COMPENSATION
WHATSAPP
Additional Civil Sessions Judge of
Gandhinagar|Agencies

Lucknow: A WhatsApp
message received on the
Uttar Pradesh Police's text
helpline has issued a death
threat to Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath and a case has
been registered in the matter.An FIR has been filed at
the Sushant Golf City police
station here by headquarters station commander
Subhash Kumar.
According to police officials, the message was sent
allegedly by a person
named Shahid on the
WhatsApp number of Dial112 helpline.
He threatened to bomb
the Chief Minister, the
police said, adding that several teams have been
formed to nab the accused.
Cyber cell and surveillance teams are also working on tracking the sender.

A

farmer took possession of movable assets, including computers and printers, of the Sardar
Sarovar Narmada Nigam at its
Gandhinagar office in Gujarat in a
bid to recover his long pending dues
as ordered by a civil court.
He took possession of at least nine
CPUs, an equal number of monitors,
seven printers and 17 chairs belonging to the Sardar Sarovar Narmada
Nigam Ltd (SSNNL) on Saturday
evening.
The farmer named Damodar Patel
hailing from the Abhol village of
Vadodara district had given his land
to the state government for the construction of the Narmada canal over
34 years ago, but has yet to receive
the full compensation, his advocate
said.
The state government in 1990
owed Rs 225 per square yard as compensation to Patel. When the government failed to pay the compensation,
Patel took the former before the

Vadodara.
The court increased the compensation amount from Rs 225 to Rs
1,725 for irrigated land and Rs 1,300
for non-irrigated land, said Patel.
Even after several court orders ruling in favour of Patel, the Sardar
Sarovar Narmada Nigam failed to pay
him compensation.
The farmer's advocate R.D. Parmar
told the media that the court had
directed them to take possession of
movable properties of the SSNNL in
early July.
On August 5, the court passed
another order directing the farmer to
take possession of the movable properties. Therefore, Parmar along with
Patel took computers, chairs from the
SSNNL Gandhinagar office on
Saturday.
SSNNL has to pay Rs 11 lakh with
interest as compensation to the
farmer.
SSNNL Managing Director JP
Gupta was, however, not available for
a comment.

A

week ahead of the Independence Day,
heavy exchange of fire between the
Assam Rifles and the militants took
place in Arunachal Pradesh along the IndiaMyanmar border on Tuesday, injuring a
Junior Commissioned Officer (JCO), officials
said. Tuesday's incident took place days after
militant outfits, including the United
Liberation Front of Asom-Independent
(ULFA-I) called for a boycott of the
Independence Day celebrations.
Defence sources said that the militant
groups from across the India-Myanmar border attacked the Assam Rifles troops at Tirap
Changlang in Arunachal Pradesh.
Assam Rifles troops were undertaking
enhanced patrolling activities in view of the
heightened vigil for the forthcoming
Independence Day. One JCO sustained
minor injury in hand during the firing. No
other casualty or any other damage has been
reported, the defence spokesman said.
The paramilitary troopers enhanced the
surveillance after the incident.
Meanwhile, a section of the media reported a similar incident of exchange of fire
between the Assam Rifles and the militants in
Nagaland's Noklak district.
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The media report, which was yet to be confirmed by the Army officials, quoting
Nagaland police said that NSCN (KYA faction) and ULFA-I opened fire on the Assam
Rifles personnel at a border outpost in Noklak
district along India-Myanmar border. There
are no reports of casualties yet and police officers have rushed to the mountainous bordering areas.
Four Northeastern states -- Arunachal
Pradesh (520 km), Nagaland (215 km),
Manipur (398 km) and Mizoram (510 km) -share 1,643-km unfenced border with
Myanmar, where the cadres of the few militant
outfits belonging to the Northeast region of
India take shelter and conduct arms training.

have called off their stir.
Due to the blockade, over 700 goods-laden
vehicles were stranded till Tuesday morning
along the National Highway-2, which connects Manipur with the rest of the country by
road, via Nagaland.
"Security forces escorted 510 goods-laden
vehicles to move to their destinations till
Monday afternoon," a police official said.
The Manipur government, after holding
marathon meetings on Sunday and Monday,
had signed an agreement with the agitating
ATSUM leaders on Monday.
Soon after the signing of the deal, the government released all five arrested ATSUM
leaders, who were arrested on August 2 and
sent to 15-day judicial custody by the Chief
Judicial Magistrate, Imphal West.
According to the agreement, signed by
Manipur government represented by Tribal
Affairs Minister Letpao Haokip, and Hill Areas
Committee (HAC) Chairman Dinganglung
Gangmmei and three student leaders, the 7th
Amendment Bill of Manipur Hill Areas
District Councils for devolution of power of
Autonomous District Councils has been
referred to the HAC and the HAC will have
consultation with all the stakeholders before
recommending it to the Manipur
Assembly.Government officials said that with
the lifting of the blockade, the Manipur government also restored the mobile data (internet) services.
The BJP government headed by Chief
Minister N. Biren Singh introduced the
Manipur (Hill Areas) District Council 6th and
7th amendment bills in the Assembly on
Tuesday. However, the ATSUM claimed that
these bills are not in line with their demands.

RAJ-MP CMS TO HOLD
MEETING TO BUILD
CONSENSUS ON ERCP
Jaipur: Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot on
Tuesday discussed the issue of Eastern
Rajasthan Canal Project (ERCP) with his
Madhya Pradesh counterpart Shivraj
Singh Chouhan.He apprised Chouhan that
the ERCP scheme is being implemented as
per the decision taken in the 13th meeting
of the Rajasthan-Madhya Pradesh InterState Control Board in 2005.
Chauhan agreed to hold a meeting at
the level of Chief Ministers of both the
states to discuss and build consensus on
all the issues, he said.
Gehlot said that in this project based on
the water being received from the tributaries of the Chambal in Rajasthan, less than
10 per cent of the water coming out of
Madhya Pradesh would be utilised.
Therefore, as per the decision taken in the
year 2005, Madhya Pradesh's consent is
not required for such projects.
The Chief Minister said that in the past,
Rajasthan too had not objected to the projects built by Madhya Pradesh on Chambal
and its tributaries and Madhya Pradesh
has constructed dams on those rivers.
Similarly, Madhya Pradesh's cooperation
on ERCP is also expected.

PARLIAMENT ADJOURNED SINE DIE
FOUR DAYS BEFORE SCHEDULE
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Parliament's Monsoon Session
ended on Monday, four days before
its scheduled completion, with both
the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha
adjourned sine die.
The session, which began on July 18, was
slated to go on till August 12.
Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla, before
adjourning the ninth session of the 17th LS
sine die, said that the house met for 16 days
wherein seven bills were passed.
Rajya Sabha Chairman M. Venkaiah
Naidu adjourned the Upper House sine
die, stating that detailed statistics of the
session will be circulated during the course
by the Secretariat.
As his tenure as Vice President will come
to an end on August 10, the house bid him
farewell at a function held in the G.M.C.
Balayogi Auditorium of Parliament Library
Building.Speaking on the occasion, Naidu
noted that these last five years have been
the most eventful, enlightening, and energising years of his life.
He applauded the way Central and state
governments galvanised the country into a
resilient nation during the times of pandemic, while living up to the ancient Indian
ideal of "Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam' by
reaching out to other countries with medicines and vaccines.
Highlighting his interaction with leaders
from other countries, Naidu stated that he
had witnessed a perceptible change in
India's image in the comity of nations.

Acknowledging the
role of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in promoting India's image
in the global arena, he
said everyone should
contribute to India's
standing and not belittle the accomplishments made by the
country.
Saying that he had
worked in a close
association with all
political parties and
their leaders, Naidu
stressed that the rapport and understanding developed out of
this experience helped him to enhance
productivity in Rajya Sabha and oversee
the passage of many landmark legislations.
He expected that political parties and its
members in the house act in a manner that
befits the stature of the Indian Parliament.
Highlighting India's celebration of 75
years of independence, he said that India
has come a long way in these years but
there are still many formidable obstacles to
progress that must be identified and
removed. He further stated that there is a
need to ensure equitable access of all the
citizens to resources and opportunities to
study, work and grow into an enlightened,
empowered individual.
At the end, Naidu requested members to
follow "3 Ds" - dignity, decency, and debate
and do not resort to the fourth "D", or dis-

ruption. "Continuous disruption of
Parliament is disruption of democracy"
Deputy Chairman Harivansh, while presenting a farewell address on behalf of the
members of the Rajya Sabha, described
him as an "idea man" infusing new ideas
into the country's development agenda. He
also stated that vast parliamentary experience, deep understanding of and fastidious
attention to the rules and procedures were
deeply reflected in the remarkable way
Naidu conducted the proceedings of the
House.
Bidding farewell to Naidu, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said: "You (Naidu)
have always said that you have retired from
politics but are not tired of public life...
Your term in the office may be coming to
an end but your experiences will continue
to guide the nation for years to come."
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NITISH TO CONTINUE AS CM, RJD TO GET Damage control exercise to pacify Kerala
DY CM & SPEAKER'S POST, SAY SOURCES Guv who refused to sign 11 Ordinances
Thiruvananthapuram|Agencies

 AMID HECTIC
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES IN PATNA,
SOURCES SAID A
BROAD CONSENSUS
ON THE GOVERNMENT FORMATION
HAS BEEN BUILT,
WHICH INCLUDES
RETAINING NITISH
KUMAR AS THE
CHIEF MINISTER,
TEJASWI YADAV
THE DEPUTY CHIEF
MINISTER AND
SPEAKER FROM
THE RJD.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

A

mid hectic political
activities in Patna,
sources said a broad
consensus on the govern-

ment formation has been
built, which includes
retaining Nitish Kumar as
the chief minister, Tejaswi
Yadav the Deputy Chief
Minister and Speaker
from the RJD.
The promise of five lakh
jobs for the youths is also
one of the key points of
RJD's reunion with JD(U) .
The RJD had mooted
the idea of public welfare
and its manifesto had
promised 10 lakh
jobs."The first decision
will be the announcement
of jobs," said an insider,
who claimed that there
are no differences on the
power sharing arrangements. The Congress is
likely to get a ministerial
berth after a formula was
evolved during the discussions while the Left parties may extend their support from the outside.

Earlier, in the day, the
Congress and Left parties
handed over the lists of
their legislators to
Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD)
leader Tejashwi Yadav.
Madan Mohan Jha, the
state president of
Congress said: "We will
support Nitish Kumar if
he leaves the BJP and
forms a new government
with the help of
Mahagathbandhan. We
have also given the list of
all 19 MLAs of our party to
RJD leader Tejashwi
Yadav."
Mahboob Alam, the
MLA of CPI (ML) said:
"We have also given the
list to Tejashwi Yadav.
We will uproot the BJP
from power. We are giving
support to Nitish Kumar
for the formation of a new
government.

S

erious damage control exercise has begun in
Kerala government to pacify Governor Arif
Mohammed Khan who, on Monday, refused
to sign any document without reading.
Consequent to this, 11 Ordinances awaiting his
nod for re-promulgation, expired as the last date
for its renewal was Monday. The ordinances also
include the one to amend the Lok Ayukta Act.
In February, Khan had inked this and with the
Assembly not passing the Bill, the Ordinance
lapsed putting Vijayan in a quandary as there is a
case before the Lok Ayukta against Vijayan in the
way he handled the Chief Minister's Distress
Relief Fund.
Vijayan breathed a sigh of relief as following
the tweaking of the rules through the Ordinance
in February.
Then the Congress-led opposition had called
on Khan and requested him not to sign the
Ordinance as it's against the Constitution besides
Leader of Opposition V.D.Satheesan had written
two letters to him stating that he should intervene and see the amendment Ordinance should
not be inked as it would render the 'quasi judicial' body to one which can only bark and can
never bite. And now if the case against Vijayan

resurfaces before the Lok Ayukta he could be in
for trouble and hence serious interventions are
being made now to pacify Khan.
The Left convenor E.P.Jayarajan on Tuesday
said with the Governor not signing the

Ordinance, nothing more needs to be seen into
it.
"There is no friction between the Governor
and the government. Extraordinary situations
will be turned to ordinary ones and if there are
any issues, all things will be sorted out," said
Jayarajan to the media.
Khan who was in Delhi on Monday had reacted sharply by stating that he needs time to apply
his mind to study all the Ordinances given to me.
Going a step further he pointed out that ruling
through Ordinances is not desirable in a democracy and in the past, the media used to be critical
that former President Fakrudhin Ali Ahmed used
to sign all Ordinances without looking into it and
if the media wants him Ato do the same.
Incidentally, Khan who is on tour is now
expected to return to the state capital city only on
August 12th and the Vijayan government is hopeful that things will be blown over once he
returns.Sources close to the government points
out that Vijayan is expected to make a call on
Khan on 12th or the next day and are hopeful of
salvaging the situation.
And hence all eyes are on Khan.
In 2021 alone, 142 Ordinances were floated in
the state and this year till now 14 have been
brought out.

No need to panic, says
Caste census & eye on 2024 led to friction
Kejriwal on rising Covid cases
between JD(U) and BJP in Bihar
 Caste census acted as a
catalyst in uniting the
Bihar-based OBC parties,
the script of which was
written in April-May when
both -- RJD and JD(U)-advocated for it.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

C

aste census acted as a catalyst
in uniting the Bihar-based OBC
parties, the script of which was
written in April-May when both -RJD and JD(U)-- advocated for it.
Both the parties thriving on OBC
politics could not ignore such a significant issue and the hints were clear
when Nitish Kumar started skipping
Prime Minister's meetings, the latest
being the NITI Aayog.
But the other factor is that in the
next General elections the BJP was
trying to assert itself at the cost of its

alliance partner the JD(U). This led to
the parting of ways as an insider said
that JDU and the RJD could not stop
the BJP's rise in the state.
It all started in May when Bihar
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar called an
all-party meeting to discuss the castebased census. "We want to discuss
each and every issue related to castebased census. The leaders of different

political parties will give their suggestions, which will be of great help," he
had said. However, the BJP supported
the move with a rider and raised concerns about the minority community
taking advantage of the census.
Nitish has been off and on hobnobbing with RJD to control the BJP
but after the latter decided to tighten
its grip and a series of programmes

Self-proclaimed politician Shrikant
Tyagi arrested from Meerut
Noida|Agencies

U

ttar Pradesh Police
has arrested self-proclaimed politician
Shrikant Tyagi from Meerut
for allegedly abusing and
assualting a woman, a senior
police official said on
Tuesday.
"Yes we have arrested him
along with three other people," the official confirmed
to IANS.
Tyagi, who is accused of
assaulting a woman here on
August 5, was evading his
arrest for past 4 days.
The politician, who
according to residents of
Grand Omaxe society,
relates himself to the
Bharatiya Janata party, was
found involved in a verbal
spat with a woman over the
plantation of palm trees. The
matter came to light on
Friday when several video

clippings of the incident
went viral on social media in
which Tyagi could be heard
hurling abuses at the
woman. Social media users
also shared the response of
the victim woman in which
she narrated the entire incident. "I live in Grand Omaxe.
A man, named Shrikant
Tyagi, residing on the
ground floor was encroaching the society by planting
small and large plants in the
common area. When I asked
him to remove it, he refused
and when I tried to remove
them, he hurled abuses at
me and my husband and
kids, the woman said. In the
same video, the residents of
the society could also be
seen accusing Tyagi of
encroaching the area by
planting small and large
plants.
Acting tough against
Tyagi, the Noida

Administration on Monday
razed to the ground -- the
illegally constructed permanent structure -- by the abusive 'Neta' in the common
area of Grand Omaxe society. Tyagi had encroached the
common area of the society
and constructed a wooden
shed that had multiple pillars below it. The demolition
exercise was carried out by
the Noida Authority. As the
bulldozers rolled on Tyagi's
encroachment, the residents
of the society expressed
extreme happiness and also
distributed sweets among
themselves. Later in the day,
Additional Director General
of UP police (law and order)
Prashant Kumar informed
that the Uttar Pradesh Police
have suspended six police
officials for their laxity in the
present case. "The in-charge
of the local police station has
been suspended.

were organised, the JD(U) felt uneasy
and decided to move away. However,
it was Nitish who had dumped the
RJD Congress combine to reunite
with the BJP.
In the political activity in Patna,
the Congress and Left parties handed
over the lists of their legislators to
Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) leader
Tejashwi Yadav. Even as the meeting
of RJD, which was taking place at
Rabri Devi's residence here, was
going on, legislators from the
Congress and Left parties also
reached there and handed over their
lists to Tejashwi Yadav. Meanwhile,
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar is working with the 'plan of 2013' to sack all
16 ministers of the BJP in the name of
cabinet expansion and include leaders of RJD and Congress. Left parties
have reportedly decided to support
Nitish Kumar government from outside and not take share in the
cabinet.

 DELHI CHIEF
MINISTER ARVIND
KEJRIWAL ON
TUESDAY SAID
THAT THE COVID-19
CASES ARE RISING
IN THE CITY BUT
THERE IS NO NEED
TO PANIC AS MOST
NEW CASES WERE
MILD IN NATURE.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

elhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on
Tuesday said that
the Covid-19 cases are
rising in the city but
there is no need to panic
as most new cases were

D

mild in nature.
"Covid cases are rising
in the city. We are keeping a watch on it and
whatever steps needed
will be taken. But most
cases are mild and there
is no need for panic,"
Kejriwal said during a
programme ahead of
Independence Day.
To commemorate the
completion of 75 years of
Independence, 'Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav' is being
celebrated all over the
country. Chief Minister
Kejriwal on Tuesday
unfurled the 115-ft high
500th Tri-coloor flag.
On AAP's application
against PIL in Supreme
Court on freebies,
Kejriwal said on the
sidelines of the event
that our only point is

that giving free education, free treatment is
not a freebie. "This is the
job of any responsible
government. Waiving off
Rs 10,000 crore debts
and to waive off the
taxes are freebies," he
stated.
Meanwhile, Delhi
Chief Minister also
announced that his party
had received state party
status in Goa from the
Election Commission on
the basis of performance
review in the February
assembly polls.
Citing an official communication from the poll
panel on social media,
party convenor Kejriwal
said, "After Delhi and
Punjab, AAP is now a
state recognised party in
Goa too."

GOA CONGRESS DEMANDS 'WHITE PAPER' ON EMPLOYMENT
Panaji|Agencies

C

laiming that Goa government
could give regular jobs to only
115 candidates out of 1,16,379
persons registered with the employment exchange, the Congress has
demanded the government to
release a 'White Paper' on the
employment scenario in the coastal
state.
Amit Patkar, President of Goa
Pradesh Congress Committee, on
Tuesday also sought the intervention
of Governor PS Sreedharan Pillai in
the matter.
"As per the reply received by our
MLA during the Assembly session, it
has come to light that there are
1,16,379 unemployed persons in Goa
who are registered with the employment exchange. From February 2019
to July 2022, the state government
has provided employment to only
115 persons on regular basis, and to
1,749 persons on contract basis. The
reply exposes the complete failure of
the government to provide employment to the Youth," Patkar said in a

memorandum submitted to Pillai.
According to Patkar, the level of
frustration is growing alarmingly
among the educated youth, who are
now taking to drugs and other vices.
"The government should release a
'White Paper' on the employment

scenario in Goa, presenting the true
facts and figures. We have also urged
the Governor to direct the government to take up the recruitment
process through the Staff Selection
Commission," Patkar told mediapersons.

He also said the government has
failed to keep up with its promise of
providing government jobs to the
youth of Goa. "It is unfortunate that
the government has shown complete
negligence towards the various
reports published by different agencies and Union ministries highlighting the rising unemployment rate in
Goa," he said.
"The report prepared by the
Centre for Monitoring of Indian
Economy (CMIE) put the unemployment ratio of Goa at 13.4 per cent in
May 2022, as against the national
average of 7.12 per cent," Patkar said.
"During the 2017 Assembly elections, the BJP had promised to provide 50,000 jobs to Goans. Chief
Minister Pramod Sawant had
announced to provide jobs to 10,000
Goans during the local body polls
and the last Assembly elections. He
recently made a statement of providing two lakh job opportunities in the
next five years," Patkar said, adding
that the government should come
clear over this.

India, US joint special forces exercise
begins in Himachal's Bakloh

Freebie culture deteriorating states'
financial health: Venkaiah Naidu A
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V

ice President M Venkaiah Naidu on
Tuesday said the freebie culture has led
to deteriorating financial health of many
states.
Addressing the Indian Information Service
(IIS) officers of 2018 and 2019 batches who
came to call on him at his official residence
here, Naidu cautioned against the populist
measures to garner votes by various political
parties. "The government should definitely
support the poor and needy but at the same
time should prioritise health, education and
infrastructure development," he said.
The Vice President highlighted the role of
communication in bridging the divide between
the governments and citizens.
"In a democracy, people need to be empowered through timely information on government's policies and initiatives in their mother
tongues. On the other hand, governments also
need to be apprised of people's expectations
and aspirations in an objective and timely
manner," Naidu said.
He emphasised the need for constant dialogue between the people and the governments
for citizen centric and responsive governance.

He said that policymaking and implementation
should be a two way process with people's participation at every stage.
Describing India as the largest Parliamentary
democracy in the world, he said that the purpose of any reform process should be to make
people's life happy and prosperous.
"Therefore, the focus of all government policy measures should be on bringing lasting happiness to people's lives and at the same time,
underscored the need to bear with temporary
pain for long term gain," he said.
Mentioning that "the ICT revolution and
spread of the internet have fundamentally
changed the way we consume news, he cautioned that this 'ease of information' comes

with its associated risks". "Misinformation, disinformation and fake news have emerged as
new challenges which need to be promptly
tackled by the government communicators
round the clock," he said.The Vice President
also cautioned against the misuse of social
media by certain anti-social elements and
called for curbing such tendencies at the earliest.
Drawing attention to the growing trend of
'instant journalism' triggered by the emergence
of Internet and social media expansion, Naidu
expressed concerns about the erosion of journalistic norms and ethos due to this.
He emphasised the importance of neutrality
and objectivity in media reporting and said
"news should not be mixed with views."
"Media is the fourth pillar of democracy and
its neutrality, objectivity and fairness is crucial
for survival of India's democratic ethos," the
Vice President said.
He also asked the young officers to bring
forth many developmental stories from across
the nation. Terming information and psychological warfare as an important dimension of
modern day wars, Naidu advised the IIS officers to develop expertise in these emerging and
strategic areas.

joint exercise between
the special forces of
India and the US
began on Monday in
Himachal Pradesh's Bakloh,
officials said, adding the
drill aims to improve interoperability between the special forces of both the countries.
"The 13th edition of the
Indo-US Joint Special Forces
exercise -- Ex Vajra Prahar
2022, began at the Special
Forces Training School in
Bakloh today," the Defence
Ministry said in a statement.
This joint annual exercise
is hosted alternatively
between India and the US to
share the best practices and
experiences in areas such as
joint mission planning and
operational tactics.
The US contingent is represented by personnel from
the 1st Special Forces Group
(SFG) and Special Tactics
Squadron (STS) of the US
Special Forces while the

Indian Army contingent is
formed by drawing Special
Forces personnel under the
aegis of SFTS, the statement
said.The 12th edition of this
exercise between India and
the US was conducted at
Joint Base Lewis Mcchord,
Washington (US) in October
2021.
According to the Defence
Ministry, during the course
of next 21 days, teams of
both armies would jointly
train, plan and execute a

series of special operations,
counter terrorist operations,
air borne operations in simulated conventional and
unconventional scenarios in
mountainous terrain.
This joint exercise is a significant step in strengthening the traditional bond of
friendship between the special forces of both nations as
well as improve bilateral
defence cooperation
between India and the US,
the statement noted.
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maharashtra
PM MODI CONGRATULATES
NEW MAHA MINISTERS
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has
congratulated all
those who took
oath as Ministers in
the Maharashtra
government on
Tuesday.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

P

rime Minister Narendra
Modi has congratulated
all those who took oath
as Ministers in the
Maharashtra government on
Tuesday.
In a tweet, Prime Minister
Modi said, "Congratulations
to all those who took oath as
Ministers in the Maharashtra
Government today. This
team is a great blend of
administrative experience
and the passion to deliver
good governance. My best
wishes to them for serving
the people of the state." The

team of Maharashtra Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde and
Deputy Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis was
expanded with the induction
of 18 new ministers here on
Tuesday.
Attempting a balancing
act, Shinde has inducted
nine ministers from his
group and same number
from the ally Bharatiya
Janata Party, over 40 days
after the duo took over on
June 30 after the collapse of
the erstwhile Maha Vikas
Aghadi government headed
by former Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray.

MAHARASHTRA
RECORDS 1782
COVID 19 CASES
SEVEN DEATHS
Mumbai: Maharashtra on
Tuesday recorded 1,782 new
coronavirus infections and seven
pandemic-related deaths, the
state health department said in a
release.
The state's Covid-19 case tally
rose to 80,62,519, while death toll
reached 1,48,150.Mumbai recorded 479 new cases and zero fatalities. Ahmednagar, Satara and
Ratnagiri districts recorded one
death each. The Pune Municipal
Corporation and Kolhapur district
recorded two deaths each.
The case fatality rate in the
state stands at 1.83 per cent.
There are 11,889 active cases in
the state now.
As many as 1,854 patients
recovered since previous evening,
taking the tally of recoveries to
79,02,480. The recovery rate in the
state stands at 98.02 per cent.
With 36,182 tests conducted
since Monday evening, the tally of
samples tested so far rose to
8,34,90,115.

Mumbai, Wednesday, August 10, 2022

Finally, Shinde expands
team with 18 ministers
The team of Maharashtra Chief Minister Eknath Shinde and Deputy
Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis was expanded with the induction
of 18 new ministers here on Tuesday.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he team of Maharashtra
Chief Minister Eknath
Shinde and Deputy Chief
Minister Devendra Fadnavis was
expanded with the induction of 18
new ministers here on Tuesday.
Attempting a balancing act,
Shinde has inducted nine ministers from his group and 9 from the
ally Bharatiya Janata Party, over 40
days after the duo took over on
June 30 after the collapse of the
erstwhile Maha Vikas Aghadi government headed by former Chief
Minister Uddhav Thackeray.
The ministers inducted from the
Shinde group are Gulabrao Patil,
Dadaji Bhuse, Sanjay Rathod,
Sandipan Bhumre, Uday Samant,
Tanaji Sawant, Abdul Sattar,
Deepak Kesarkar and Shambhuraj
Desai. The BJP MLAs sworn-in as
ministers are Radhakrishna Vikhe-

Patil. Chandrakant Patil. Sudhir
Mungantiwar. Girish Mahajan.
Vijaykumar Gavit. Suresh Khade,
Atul Save, Ravindra Chavan and
Mangal Prabhat Lodha.
Governor Bhagat Singh
Koshyari administered the oath of

office and secrecy to the new ministers at a function in Raj Bhavan
in the presence of Shinde,
Fadnavis, Leader of Opposition
Ajit Pawar, other legislators from
various political parties and officials.

DESPITE ANNOUNCEMENT,
UDDHAV THACKERAY YET TO
FORMALLY RESIGN AS MLC
Mumbai:In spite of his announcement that he was stepping down as
chief minister 40 days ago, Shiv Sena
president Uddhav Thackeray has not
yet formally resigned as a member of
the Maharashtra Legislative Council.
According to a senior Maharashtra
Vidhan Bhavan official, Uddhav
Thackeray is technically still an MLC
since he has not resigned in writing.
"He has not yet officially resigned as
a member of the Legislative Council.
His resignation as the chief minister of
Maharashtra was approved by
Governor BS Koshyari but we have not
received any written communication
from him regarding his membership
of the Upper House of the state legislature," the official said.
Neelam Gorhe, the deputy chairman of the Maharashtra Legislative
Council and Shiv Sena leader,
declined to comment.
The Shiv Sena has not explained
why Thackeray has not yet formally
resigned as an MLC after announcing
his decision on June 29.
Uddhav Thackeray's son Aaditya
Thackeray, the former environment
and tourism minister, is an MLA from
Worli.

Team Shinde-Fadnavis now has 18 ministers,
three tainted, but no woman

Indian fintech market to reach $1tn in
AUM, $200 bn in sales by 2030
S
The Indian fintech market is expected to log 10 times growth to achieve
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$1 trillion in assets under management (AUM) and $200 billion in
revenue by 2030, a new report showed on Tuesday.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Indian fintech market is
expected to log 10 times growth
to achieve $1 trillion in assets
under management (AUM) and $200
billion in revenue by 2030, a new
report showed on Tuesday.
Much of the growth will be driven
in the digital lending market, which is
expected to grow to $515 billion in
book size by 2030, according to the
report by Chiratae Ventures in collaboration with Ernst and Young (EY).
India is currently home to 21 fintech unicorns and factors like
favourable demographics, growing
technology adoption, higher disposable incomes and an aware customer

is fuelling this growth. "The Indian
fintech market has been a formidable
global force, contributing to the
largest share of unicorns in India. We
have been a technology-first investor,
having backed companies such as
EarlySalary, Kristal.ai, PB Fintech,
ShopSe and Vayana, among others,"

said Sudhir Sethi, Founder and
Chairperson, Chiratae Ventures.
Payments, digital lending,
wealthtech, insurtech and neo-banking will contribute to the growth in the
fintech space, with agri and proptech
considered to be big bets. With 5
times growth in the digital tech talent,

India has the opportunity to address
the global digital skill gap and establish itself as the destination of digital
and tech talent, the report noted.
"India is recognised as a strong fintech hub globally and is increasingly
becoming a talent destination for fintech businesses," said Rajiv Memani,
Chairman and Managing Partner, EY
India. The buy now pay later (BNPL)
model has become mainstream and is
on an accelerated growth trajectory,
emerging strong not only in B2C but
also B2B payments space.
"New asset classes, crypto and NFT,
will also continue to attract investor
interest as fintechs continue to solve
for traditionally underserved customers," the report noted.

Patil vs Pawar tussle on cards as Maharashtra
BJP chief is elevated to Cabinet
 AS THE ONLY CABINET
MEMBER FROM PUNE,
CHANDRAKANT PATIL IS
LIKELY TO BE APPOINTED
AS ITS GUARDIAN MINISTER. KNOWN TO BE A
STRONG OPPONENT OF
THE PAWARS, PATIL WILL
BE POSING A DIRECT
CHALLENGE TO NCP'S
AJIT PAWAR IN HIS BASTION WHICH IS ALL SET
TO HOLD POLLS TO TWO
MAJOR CIVIC BODIES.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

W

ith the swearing-in of the new
Cabinet in Maharashtra on
Tuesday, Chandrakant Patil,
who was second in command in the
previous BJP-led alliance government
helmed by Devendra Fadnavis, is currently the only elected legislator from
Pune district to make it to the new council of ministers led by Chief Minister

oon after his muchawaited mini Cabinet
expansion with the
induction of 18 members on
Tuesday, Maharashtra Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde faced
flak from various quarters for
not including a woman in the
team, but inducting three
allegedly tainted legislators,
and excluding Independents
and smaller parties.
With this, the number of
Cabinet ministers has gone
up to 20, including Shinde
and BJP's Deputy CM
Devendra Fadnavis -- less
than half the total strength of
43. Tuesday's exercise was
aimed at 'sailing through' the
upcoming Monsoon Session
of the Assembly starting
August 17, and the next phase
of expansion with a few
Cabinet ranks and others as
MoS will be done later.
Despite the presence of
several women MLAs in both
Shinde group (three) and the

is the Leader of Opposition in the
Assembly and represents Baramati constituency in the district. Thus, in all likelihood, Patil - known to be a strong
opponent of the Pawar family - will be
posing a direct challenge to Pawar in his
bastion of Pune district which is all set to
hold elections to the PMC and the
PCMC, both of which were dominated
by the BJP for the first time in the previous term that lasted from 2017 to 2022.
The MVA government in Maharashtra
collapsed a little over a month ago after
rebel leader Eknath Shinde walked out
of the Shiv Sena along with 40 party
MLAs, forcing then chief minister
Uddhav Thackeray to resign. The BJP,
led by Devendra Fadnavis, joined hands
with Shinde to form a new government
and gave him the post of chief minister
though the saffron party had over 100
legislators in the Assembly. Fadnavis
took over as the deputy chief minister,
but the new state government drew
sharp criticism owing to a delay in the
formation of the Cabinet. On Tuesday,
the Shinde-Fadnavis government
expanded the Cabinet by inducting nine
ministers each from the Shinde faction
of the Shiv Sena and the BJP, including
Patil.

T

hree of the 18 ministers sworn in
on Tuesday during the
Maharashtra cabinet expansion
have been mired in controversies.
Newly inducted minister Sanjay
Rathod, who also served as a minister
in the previous Uddhav Thackeray-led
state government, had resigned last
year after he was linked to a woman's
death in Pune.
When Shiv Sena MLA Eknath Shinde
rebelled against the party leadership in

June this year, Rathod joined his camp.
Chief Minister Eknath Shinde on
Tuesday said police had given a clean
chit to Mr Rathod, hence he was
inducted into the state cabinet.
However, state BJP vice president
Chitra Wagh it was unfortunate that Mr
Rathod was inducted into the cabinet
when he was allegedly responsible for a
woman's death. "Even if he is made a
cabinet minister, I will continue my
fight against him. I have faith in the
judiciary. We will fight and win," she
said.

Someone bent upon that I don't argue
Maharashtra Wakf Board case, AG writes to SC
The controversy around a case relating to the Maharashtra State Board of
Wakfs refuses to die down, as Attorney General KK Venugopal has written a
second letter to the Supreme Court claiming that somebody is bent upon ensuring that he does not argue the case.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he controversy around a case
relating to the Maharashtra State
Board of Wakfs refuses to die
down, as Attorney General KK
Venugopal has written a second letter
to the Supreme Court claiming that
somebody is bent upon ensuring that
he does not argue the case.
He has also sought adjournment in
the case till the time he recovers from
the after-effects of Covid-19.
The AG's letter dated August 8, written to the Secretary General of the apex
court, said: "Looking at the entirety of
what has emerged, it seems that whoever is behind the events that have

transpired, whether it is the beneficiaries of the transfer or anyone else, is bent
upon ensuring that the Attorney
General does not argue this case."
"It is requested that this letter may be
placed before the Chief Justice of India,
so that the present batch of cases could
be adjourned till I recover my health
and am able to appear in this matter."
The matter involves the question,
whether every charitable trust created
by a Muslim person becomes Wakf
property. The case is listed before a
bench headed by Chief Justice N.V.
Ramana for Wednesday. On August 1,
the AG had written a letter to the
Supreme Court to take strong exception
to the action taken by the Wakf Board.

"All this interference with counsel
who are to represent parties being
removed at the last minute is serious,
uncalled for, and unwarranted attempt
to interfere in the due administration of
justice by removing counsel representing the parties. This clearly is an act of
contempt of court," said the AG, in his
letter to the Registrar (Judicial).
On August 2, a bench, headed by
Chief Justice Ramana, expressed discontent with Maharashtra Wakf Board
for attempting to replace the Attorney
General, as counsel in the case, in the
middle of hearing on an important
question - whether all land donated by
Muslims for charitable work would
come under Wakf.

taken him back.
Sattar's family member's
name has cropped up in the
ongoing probe into the TET
scam, but he has denied any
involvement and expressed
readiness to face any probe.
BJP's Gavit was named in
the alleged Rs 6,000 crore
scam in the tribal department
between 2002 and 2006 that
was later probed by the
Justice MG Gaikwad panel.
Meanwhile, NCP Lok
Sabha MP SupriyaSule and
Shiv Sena Rajya Sabha MP
Priyanka Chaturvedi took
potshots at Shinde-Fadnavis
for failing to include any
women in the Cabinet.
"I wish Shinde-Fadnavis
had followed the Prime
Minister. It is sad that among
the 18 ministers sworn-in on
Tuesday, no woman has
taken oath," said Sule, referring to how Maharashtra was
the first state in the country to
give reservation to women
who comprise 50 per cent of
the population.

Row Over 3 Tainted Ministers'
Inclusion In Maharashtra Cabinet
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Eknath Shinde. This means that Patil,
who is also the state unit chief of the BJP,
is likely to be the guardian minister of
Pune.
A unique practice followed in
Maharashtra, guardian ministers are
appointed for every district and are
meant to bring a minister's personalised
attention to the development of that district. Usually, a minister in the state cabinet hailing from a particular district is
made the guardian minister of that district. If a district has no representation in
the state cabinet, then an outsider is
appointed.
In 2019, Patil was made the guardian
minister of Pune for six months after
Girish Bapat, who held the charge then,
won the Lok Sabha election and ceased
to be a state minister. If Patil becomes
the guardian minister of Pune again, he
is likely to up against the Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) led by former
deputy chief minister Ajit Pawar in the
upcoming civic elections in the Pune
Municipal Corporation (PMC) and the
Pimpri-Chinchwad Municipal
Corporation (PCMC) in the district.
Until the fall of the Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) government led by
Uddhav Thackeray, Ajit Pawar was the
guardian minister of Pune. Currently, he

BJP (12), the two sides have
ignored them -- at least for
now -- 41 days after the new
government was sworn-in on
June 30. However, three
allegedly scarred MLAs, two
from Shinde camp and one
from the BJP, are now ministers -- Abdul Sattar, Sanjay
Rathod (Shinde group) and
BJP's Vijaykumar Gavit.
Shiv Sena leader
KishoriPednekar and BJP's
Chitra Wagh have slammed
the Chief Minister for inducting Rathod - who was a minister in the erstwhile Maha
Vikas Aghadi government
headed by former CM
Uddhav Thackeray.
Rathod was forced to quit
in February 2021 following
allegations after the death of a
Pune-based social media star,
Pooja Chavan. Wagh on
Tuesday vowed to continue
her fight to ensure justice for
the victim, while Pednekar
said the same BJP had sought
Rathod's removal from the
Cabinet and now they have
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Another newly inducted minister
and rebel Sena MLA Abdul Sattar was
at the centre of a row on Monday when
the names of his three daughters and a
son appeared in the list of the 7,880
candidates who were disqualified and
banned in connection with the alleged
rigging of the Teachers' Eligibility Test
(TET) 2019-20.
Sattar was previously in the Congress
and joined the Shiv Sena before the
2019 Assembly elections.
He also joined the Shinde camp in
June following the rebellion.
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EDITOR’S SPECS

Bihar BJP leaders
Summoned to Delhi
JP leaders like Ravi Shankar Prasad,
Shahnawaz Hussain, Nitin Navin,
Satish Chandra Dubey are on the
way to Delhi. The development comes in
wake of other political parties of the state
including the ruling Janata Dal-United, the
Rashtriya Janata Dal, the Congress, HAM
and left parties calling separate meetings on
Tuesday. JD-U national President Rajiv
Ranjan Singh alias Lalan Singh confirms
that his party has called all MLAs, MLCs
and MPs to be present in the meeting on
Tuesday. Through, he said that a meeting
was called to discuss the future course of
action after the situation arises due to the
exit of R.C.P. Singh. However, the reason
does not seem to be very strong given other
political parties are doing the same exercise
in Patna on Tuesday. The BJP, however, said
that there was nothing untoward. This, however, seems to be having a resonance with
the situation to 2017 when JD-U leaders
were claiming that all is well with the
Mahagathbandhan (with the RJD and the
Congress), till the very last moment. Then
Nitish Kumar went to Raj Bhawan and gave
his resignation as the Chief Minister of
Bihar. He also recommended that the
Governor dissolve the Assembly. However
this time, the situation has changed and
Nitish Kumar would recommend to the
Governor to sack particular ministers from
his cabinet. A JD-U insider believes that
there are so many reasons for souring the
relationship between his party and the BJP.
One of the reasons is the statement of BJP
chief J.P. Nadda who said on July 31 that he
wants to wipe out every regional party from
the country. His target was the RJD, JD-U,
the Trinamool Congress, the Samajwadi
Party, the Shiv Sena (Uddhav Thackeray
group), the Shiromani Akali Dal, Dusyant
Chautala's party JJP etc. That may have triggered the JD-U to consider snapping the
alliance with the BJP. Also the BJP's 'Prawas'
programme in 200 Assembly constituencies
was seen as a threat to the JD-U.
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The Ugly Side Of Stars
O

n Friday, August 11, two big films will
hit the cinemas simultaneously:
Akshay Kumar's 'Raksha Bandhan' and
Aamir Khan's 'Laal Singh Chaddha'. This of
course won't be the first time that two such
films will compete with each other or, to put it
otherwise, vie for the major share of the box
office.
Earlier, when such an occasion occurred,
the makers of the two films,though each
wished for the success of his own film, were
never knownto badmouth each other or their
films. The rivalry was never personaland the
Hindi adage always worked: Sabka bhala ho
lekin mera jyada ho(Let everyone benefit, but
may I do a little better).The examples of two
major films competing against each other
areaplenty over the years: 'Bajirao Mastani'
and 'Dilwale', 'Aitraaz' and 'Veer Zaara', 'Taare
Zameen Par' and 'Welcome', 'Lagaan' and
'Gadar: Ek Prem Katha', 'Dil' and 'Ghayal', and
many more similar instances.
Like others, even the major stars deliver a
flop from time to time and the eternal fact
remains that it is the film in toto that works,
and not because who it stars.The greatest
examples in the history of Hindi cinema, to
my knowledge, are 'Sholay' and 'Jai Santoshi
Maa', released on the same day, August 15,
1975. Both went on to become blockbusters.
The producer of 'Jai Santoshi Maa' even went
on to become the highest income-tax payer on
record for that financial year. In such
instances where you have films of two top
stars, or two renowned makers, releasing on
the same day, sometimes both films work and
otherwise, one does better than the other. It is
the moviegoer who decides finally, not missing the film that interests him more. That may
make the difference between the opening collections of one film over the other, but that is
not the ultimate.
The collections of 'Jai Santoshi Maa' were
better than 'Sholay' initially and so was its
acceptance. That is how the film business
works and that is how people show their preferences. Of course, the film industry has a
sadistic trait and it prevails universally, among
producers, directors, actors, and down the
line. When a film is released on a Friday and
flops, the rest of the clan silently rejoices and
celebrates.
It is a vicious circle. One who celebrates the
other's flop is at the receiving end when his
film is released. Yet, they are all friends on the
rest of the days. It has no logic, really.
The worst is what is happening now when
two films of major artistes are due to be
released on August 11. It has brought to the
fore the industry's pettiness. Opposing groups

have been formed on the social media, bots
are at work, especially on Twitter, where two
camps, one for 'Raksha Bandhan' and the
other for 'Laal Singh Chaddha', are busy running down one film or the other. It is a noholds-barred slugfest and even getting personal.
Shouldn't they be promoting only the film
of their own master, instead? But that is the
name of the game. Make the other guy look
small so you may look better! Both the stars,
Aamir Khan and Akshay Kumar, have been in
the industry since the last century, delivering
films on regular intervals (Akshay's intervals
are shorter, though)and have survived so far.
Will bad mouthing each other help their
films? The campaign on social media is about
why people should not watch the other actor's
film. In the case of 'Laal Singh Chaddha', the
Aamir Khan film, the appeal (if you may call it
that) is to boycott his film because he's antinational! Aamir Khan promoters call Akshay
anti-Hindu because in one of his films, 'OMG:
Oh My God', it is suggested that milk must not
be wasted by pouring it on a deity, and,
instead, should be used to nourish the poor
and the hungry.
In return, Aamir Khan is being accused of
doing an anti-Hindu film, 'PK'! Ironically, both
the films were hits. But those who use social
media should know that Akshay and Aamir
play the roles they are assigned. They cannot
be blamed for the characters and the lines
written by others for them.
There are other issues, like most topics discussed on Aamir Khan's popular television

TAIWAN CONDUCTS LIVE-FIRE ARTILLERY
EXERCISE AMID CHINA MANOEUVRES
 Taiwan on Tuesday conducted scheduled live-fire
artillery exercises amid
China's ongoing military
manoeuvres around the
island.
Taipei|Agencies

T

aiwan on Tuesday conducted
scheduled live-fire artillery exercises
amid China's ongoing military
manoeuvres around the island. The
live ammunition artillery exercise
known as the Tien Lei drill was
announced in late July, before the visit
of US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi to
Taiwan last week drew Beijing's ire,
reports dpa news gency.
The drill was designed to simulate
Taiwan's defence against an attack by
China's People's Liberation Army. It is
taking place on Tuesday and
Thursday this week and was planned
as part of Taiwan's annual Han Kuang
exercises, but comes amid heightened

tensions and just after China said it
would extend large-scale air and sea
drills to the north, south-west and
east of Taiwan that had been due to
end on Sunday. No new formal end
date has been announced for China's
drills, and Beijing's Defence Ministry
confirmed its combat exercises were
continuing around Taiwan on
Tuesday. Taiwanese television meanwhile reported that flares were fired in

coastal areas during Taipei's military
exercise in Pingtung County in the
island's south, near a zone previously
designated by the Chinese army for its
own drill.
Taiwan's Foreign Ministry condemned China's continuation of military manoeuvres and said Beijing's
activities show it is determined to link
the East and South China Seas
through the Taiwan Strait and make

Key al-Aqsa Brigades member
killed in West Bank raid: Israel
Tel Aviv|Agencies

resort to publishing wrong, inflated collection
figures even if the film is not doing well?
I think that is because they are not in touch
with the sentiments of the masses anymore.
And they fail to stand by their own tribe in the
time of need. People have seen through this
and are losing respect for the stars they loved.
Take the case of Sushant Singh Rajput or
that of Kangna Ranaut. One is dead now and
Kangana not only lost her property but also a
booming career. Both had the sympathies of
the people all around. Only their fellow film
folk, especially the stars, let them down by not
standing by them! You think your film will run
by running down the other film? If you aren't
promoting your own film so that it draws an
audience, you are wasting time running down
the other's film! Prediction is a risky business
when it comes to films. But that is what I have
done all my working life. So here, if any of the
two films gets a better opening, 'Lal Singh
Chaddha' will be it. Boycott or not.
(Disclaimer: Miscreants, morchas and
stoning cinema theatres have not been taken
into account.)
A fan never questions his favourite star's
background. He puts him on a pedestal. What
the stars, playing their games on social media,
are doing, is showing their true colours, their
background, education and upbringing. This
may well raise the question: What if they had
not become stars?

international

Pak news channel pulled off
air for anti-military segment
Islamabad|Agencies

P

akistani authorities have suspended
transmission of a leading television
news channel after a segment was aired
about the armed forces that was deemed a
threat to national security.
ARY News, which is seen as sympathetic
towards former premier Imran Khan, was
taken off air late Monday by the Pakistan
Electronic Media Regulatory Authority
(PEMRA), dpa news agency quoted the channel's management as saying.
The channel had aired a segment on
Monday wherein an advisor to Khan alleged
the ruling party of being behind a smear campaign against the army.
The report also suggested that army officers
should not follow "illegal and unconstitutional orders" from their higher ups. Hours later,
the channel's transmission was cut. PEMRA
said that the channel aired content that was
"highly objectionable, hateful, seditious,
based on absolute disinformation with clear
and present threat to national security by
instigating rebellion within the armed forces
with the clear malafide intent to cause discord
and rift between the federal government and
rank and files of armed forces".
ARY News has faced suspensions in the
past and has also been fined in Britain for air-

ing unsubstantiated news items against politicians. The government has already launched
investigations to identify those behind an
online smear campaign targeting the military
after a senior commander and five others
were killed in a helicopter crash during a
flood relief operation last week.
Leaders from the ruling coalition and
Khan's Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI) point
fingers at each other for the anti-military campaign. Press freedom has suffered a huge
blow in recent years. Several journalists have
been tortured, kidnapped, intimidated and
made jobless for allegedly criticizing the military and spy agencies. The military rulers target the country's independent media and
journalists through laws activists describe as
outrageous and authoritarian.

NHPC gets nod to develop 12,00 mw energy in Nepal
Kathmandu|Agencies

I

A

uthorities in Israel on Tuesday said that
a leading member of the al-Aqsa
Brigades -- the military arm of
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas' Fatah
movement -- during a military operation in
the West Bank. Ibrahim al-Nablusi was
responsible for a series of attacks on Israeli
soldiers in the area, dpa news agency quoted
the Israeli domestic intelligence service Shin
Bet and the military as saying in a joint statement.
During the attempted arrest, explosive
devices and other weapons were found.
The Palestinian Ministry of Health confirmed the death of al-Nablusi and two other
people. About 40 people were injured by
gunshots during the operation.
It is feared that the killing of al-Nablusi
could lead to further confrontations.After
three days of fighting, a ceasefire between
Israel and the Palestinian Islamic Jihad
organization in the Gaza Strip came into
effect on Sunday.The Israeli military had
launched the military operation dubbed

the entire area its internal waters.
"China's real intention behind these
military exercises is to alter the status
quo in the Taiwan Strait and the entire
region," Taiwan's Foreign Minister
Joseph Wu told a news conference on
Tuesday in Taipei.
Wu said China's large-scale military
exercises, missile launches and cyberattacks were all part of Beijing's "military playbook to prepare for the invasion of Taiwan". He said they were
strategies to "weaken public morale"
on the island.
Beijing could try to make such military action routine after its rills conclude, Wu said, echoing some
Chinese media commentators who
said the military exercises could
become a regular occurance.
Taiwan is a self-governing democratic island off the south-east coast of
China, which claims it as a province
and which it has threatened to take by
force if it makes any moves towards
formal independence. Beijing rejects
official contact between Taipei and
other countries.

serial, 'Satyamev Jayate', played with the religious sentiments of the masses. Besides that,
Aamir's Turkey visit and meeting the country's
'anti-India President' is held against him and
the claim that his film 'Dangal' did a business
of Rs 1,100 crore
is branded as money laundering. Netizens
are letting their imaginations fly with the worst
possible ideas! It is an open secret that actors
and filmmakers engage people to promote
their cause. That is to say, basically, to lie and
spread negative stuff about other stars. The
problem with such brigades is that they are
not guided as to how to go about their job. You
have read one post, you have read them all.
The same matter, same fonts and same lack of
grammar. And, to add to that, some get so
worked up that they start using the filthiest
foul words. Is that how the stars want to be
represented on social media? The film industry as a whole, and the stars in particular, are
not really enjoying people's support anymore,
let alone having a fan following. Idolising a
star is a thing of the past. Sad that the stars
have to manipulate vulnerable reporters or
pay publications for their promotion. You
know, we have a generation of reporters who
go to cover a star's event more to click selfies
with him/her than to do their job! Recently,
we have seen big-star films flop in a row, the
same stars to see whose films the crowds
would throng on the very first day. Akashy
Kumar, Salman Khan, Shah
Rukh Khan -- all haved failed to
work the same magic. Why do
the stars and the producers

"Breaking Dawn" with airstrikes targeting
Islamic Jihad in the Gaza Strip on August 5.
Two jihadi military chiefs were killed during the operation. Since the beginning of the
fighting, Palestinian militants have fired
more than 1,000 rockets at Israeli settlements, according to military sources. Two
hundred of them hit the Gaza Strip.
The operation against Islamic Jihad in the
Gaza Strip is to be seen as a continuation of a
campaign in the West Bank that has been
going on for months. Since a wave of terror
in Israel in the spring, the army has been
carrying out more anti-terrorist operations
there.

n a major development, the Sher
Bahadur Deuba government has
allowed India's NHPC to study and
develop two hydroelectric projects that
will have the combined potential of
generating 1,200 megawatts of energy.
A meeting of the Investment Board
Nepal chaired by Prime Minister
Deuba on Monday decided to allow the
NHPC to study and develop the 750
MW West Seti Storage Hydropower
Project and 450 MW Seti River-6
Hydropower Project in Sudurpaschim
province.
The West Seti project is one of the
much-hyped projects envisioned for
development about four-decades ago.
Both the projects are located in the far
west of Nepal. Both are storage type
projects. The board approved the draft
of the memorandum of understanding
to be signed with the Indian company,
according to a statement by the
Investment Board. The NHPC Limited,
an Indian government hydropower

board under the Union Ministry of
Power, had submitted a proposal in
May to develop the projects. The West
Seti project, first envisioned some six
decades ago, is located on the Seti river
in far western Nepal. The proposed
dam site is located 82 km upstream of
the confluence of the Seti and Karnali
rivers, forming part of the Ganges
basin.
The new project sites are located at
elevations ranging from 550 to 920
metres and are spread across six dis-

tricts. The estimated cost of the project,
according to the Investment Board, is
$2.4 billion.
Besides approving the MoU to be
signed with the NHPC Limited, the
board meeting also instructed the office
of the IBN to initiate preparations for
approving investment for the development of the 679MW
Lower Arun Hydropower Project.
India's SJVN Limited which is also
developing the 900MW Arun 3 project
was awarded the Lower Arun project in

July last year. As Nepal and India are
seeking to increase cooperation in the
hydropower sector lately, the Indian
state-owned company came up with
the proposal to develop the West Seti
projects. The development comes after
Nepal and India in April issued a joint
vision statement on energy, which talks
about expanding mutually beneficial
bilateral cooperation in the power sector including joint development of
power generation projects in Nepal;
development of cross-border transmission infrastructure; bi-directional
power trade with appropriate access to
electricity markets in both countries
based on mutual benefits, market
demand and applicable domestic regulations of each country; coordinated
operation of national grids; and institutional cooperation in sharing latest
operational information, technology
and know-how.
Particularly, Indian state-owned
companies have been more active and
willing to develop hydropower projects
in Nepal.
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CM CHOUHAN TO CONDUCT CLASS ON PROVISIONAL FIRE NOC
TRICOLOUR AT GOVERNMENT SCHOOL NOT TO BE ISSUED
 CHIEF MINISTER
SHIVRAJ SINGH
CHOUHAN WILL
INTERACT WITH
STUDENTS AND
EDUCATE THEM
ABOUT THE TRICOLOUR, ITS
IMPORTANCE AND
PRECAUTIONS TO
BE TAKEN WHILE
UNFURLING IT.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan will on
Wednesday conduct a
class on the development of
the national flag at a government school, where he also
studied, an official said on
Tuesday.
The chief minister will
interact with students and
educate them about the tri-

colour, its importance and
precautions to be taken while
unfurling it, among other
aspects, he said. Chouhan
will narrate the story of the
tricolour in an easy and interesting manner and also tell
the students about the purpose behind hoisting it in
each and every household,
the official said.
He reviewed the prepara-

tions for his class with senior
officials, including the school
education department's principal secretary Rashmi Arun
Shami, the tourism and culture department's principal
secretary Sheoshekhar
Shukla, the public relations
department's principal secretary Raghvendra Kumar
Singh and the chief minister's
secretary M Selvendram.

Bhopal:Urban Development and
Housing Minister Bhupendra Singh has
said that at present the practice of giving
provisional fire NOC by the Fire
Authority for one year is in vogue, which
is not proper. Instead, after the completion of the construction of the building,
while giving the completion certificate,
fire NOC should be issued by the fire
authority after inspecting the building.
He has given instructions to the Principal
Secretary Urban Development and
Housing to issue necessary orders in this
regard.
Singh has directed that the Fire
Fighting Act should be prepared in a
month, so that the Act can be presented
for passing in the upcoming Vidhan
Sabha session. He said that at present the
Fire Fighting Act is not applicable in the
state. Due to this, many discrepancies are
being created in the field of fire fighting.
It is worth mentioning that in the Land
Development Rules, the Commissioner
of Municipal Corporations and
Divisional Joint Director Urban
Administration have been declared as
Fire Authority for urban areas, District
Collectors in rural areas and Chief
Executive Officer Cantonment Board for
the concerned area.

Self-Proclaimed Saint Mirchi
Baba Arrested in Rape Case
Team Absolute |Bhopal

S

elf-proclaimed saint Mirchi Baba, who was
accorded Minister of State rank and allegedly has
ties to both the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and
Congress, was arrested from Gwalior in connection
with a rape case on Tuesday, 9 August.
Following the arrest, he was sent to judicial custody
till 22 August by a Bhopal court.
Following a joint operation by the Bhopal Police and
Gwalior Crime Branch, VairagyanandGiri Maharaj, also
known as Mirchi Baba, was arrested near Narayanam
Hotel in Gwalior and handed over to the Bhopal
Police.
The case was registered by a 28-year-old woman
from Raisen, who visited Mirchi Baba after she was
unable to conceive a child during the course of her
marriage. When she subsequently met Mirchi Baba on
17 July at his residence in Bhopal's Minal residency
area, he allegedly gave her 'a questionable substance'
and instructed her to consume them at his residence's
upper floor, where she allegedly lost consciousness.
"Bhopal Urban Police received information that a
rape case has been registred at the Mahila Police
Station in Bhopal," Gwalior Superintendent of Police
Amit Sanghi said. "A team from Bhopal came to
Gwalior and the Crime Branch Additional SP cooperated with the Bhopal Police," the SP added. Bhopal
Assistant Commissioner of Police (Women Security)

Raise public awareness to hoist the Tiranga at
every house in the wards of the urban bodies: CM
CM Shivraj Singh Chouhan addressed the public representatives of the
urban body through video conferencing
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has said
that in all the wards of urban bodies in the
state, do not leave any stone unturned to
bring public awareness for hoisting the Tiranga at
every house. Chouhan was addressing the public
representatives of urban bodies through video conferencing in connection with the Har GharTiranga
campaign at the residence office. Mayor, presidents,
vice presidents of Municipal Corporations,
Municipalities, Nagar Panchayats and other public
representatives attended.
Chief Minister Chouhan said that there was
tremendous enthusiasm in the programme on Boat
Club in "Har GharTiranga" campaign in Bhopal
today. Despite the rain, the children and the people
were full of enthusiasm. Similarly, you should also
create public awareness to hoist the Tiranga at
every home with innovations. The Tiranga is our
national flag, which is the identity and honour of
India. It commemorates the brave martyrs and revolutionaries. The Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has resolved to celebrate the Amrit Mahotsav of
Independence on the completion of 75 years of
India's independence. He said that if our state pro-

gresses, then the country will progress.
Independence Day is the festival of lights of the
spirit of patriotism.
Chouhan said that till now we used to hoist the
Tiranga at the identified places. This time the
Tiranga will be hoisted at every house. Unfurl the

THIS RAKSHABANDHAN: RESOLUTION OF SAFE TOURISM
 PS will give security assurance to the
tourist by giving
Raksha Sankalp,
Raksha Sutra
Bandhan and
Bhujriya
Team Absolute | Bhopal

P

rincipal Secretary
Tourism and Culture
and Managing Director
Madhya Pradesh Tourism
Board Sheo Shekhar Shukla
informed that with the aim
of developing more security
and ease in the minds of
women tourists in the
tourist places of the state,
this Raksha Bandhan
Sankalp of safe tourism
Campaign will be launched.
On the festival of
Rakshabandhan, from
August 10 to August 25,
2022, a sense of belonging
and security will be created
in the minds of tourists
through cultural and social

festivals and traditions of
the state. Under this, constructive activities like
Tourist Raksha Sankalp,
Raksha Sutra Bandhan by
local women and tourists to
service providers, security
assurance by giving Bhujriya
in Kajaria/Bhujaria festival,
installation of Sawan swings
in hotels will be done. The
Madhya Pradesh government is committed to the
safety of women in the state.
Tourists will also be told
about the diversity of Indian
culture and the true meaning of the festivals by the
project cooperation organization. Through the District
Archaeology Tourism and
Culture Promotion Council,
activities will be conducted
in collaboration with voluntary organizations, individuals and institutions associated with tourism enterprises.
Through radio and social
media, a resolution will be
made from the people of the
state regarding a safe tourist
place, suggestions will be

received through programs
like Safety Talk.
Shukla has appealed to all
the people of the state and
people associated with
tourism enterprises, hotel
operators, auto taxi drivers,
tour travel operators, guides,
local traders etc. to participate in the campaign enthusiastically. With this,
tourists will be able to
attract tourists by making
tourism more safe, comfortable and better in the state.
This requires community
awareness and sensitivity.
It is noteworthy that in
collaboration with the
Ministry of Women and
Child Development and
Tourism, Madhya Pradesh
Tourism Board is conducting "Safe Tourism Scheme
for Women" at 50 tourist
places in the state. Its purpose is to inculcate a sense
of security and ease among
the women tourists at the
tourist places of the state so
that they can feel the joy
during the tour.

Mumbai, Wednesday, August 10, 2022

Tiranga at every house of your ward, create public
awareness and create an environment for it. Do
public awareness programmes in your ward, city.
He said that public awareness should be created
by forming a human chain and taking out Prabhat
Pheris daily. Inspire to hoist the Tiranga that I am
hoisting the Tiranga, you should also hoist it. We
have to inculcate the feeling of respect and patriotism in the public for the national flag. Contact people of different sections and make a resolution to
hoist the tiranga in every house.
Chouhan said that there is a system of distribution of national flag at 40 thousand centres across
the state. Buy the national flag with your hardearned income. It has been estimated that one
crore 50 lakh national flags will be hoisted in the
state. Appeal by placing flex in prominent places
and wards of the city. The Tiranga flag hoisting
campaign will run from August 13 to 15. Promote
through vehicle and LED also. Do think of innovative programmes. Get involved in the campaign to
hoist the Tiranga with pride. After the completion
of the campaign, also give advice to take down the
national flag with respect. Chief Minister Shri
Chouhan said that I will always walk step by step in
the work of development and public welfare.

Nidhi Saxena told media persons that a case was registered under Section 376 of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC). She added that further investigation into the
matter is underway.
VairagyanandGiri Maharaj alias Mirchi Baba had
come into the limelight in the Lok Sabha elections held
in the year 2019. When he performed a havan of five
quintals of red chillies to ensure the victory of
Congress candidate Digvijay Singh.
He had also announced that if Digvijay Singh does
not win the election, he will take water samadhi. BJP
candidate Sadhvi Pragya Singh Thakur emerged victorious in the election. Questions arose on the water
samadhi of Mirchi Baba. After that they had disappeared. Then through his lawyer sought permission for
Jal Samadhi from Bhopal Collector, which was
rejected.

Chief Minister Chouhan plants
saplings in Smart City Park
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan planted Peepal, Moulshree
and Harsingar saplings in
Smart City Park on Tuesday.
Along with Chief Minister
Chouhan, MP Tribal Finance
Development Corporation
Chairperson Nirmala Barela
planted saplings on her
birthday. Sunil Barela was
also present.
During the planting of
saplings with Chief Minister
Chouhan, the members of
Begums of Bhopal, The
Ladies Club Rakhshan
Zahid, VinooDhir, Yasmin Ali
and Alina Zahid tied Rakhi
and planted saplings along
with the CM. The members
of the club told that various
activities are conducted by
them in the field of environmental protection. The sisters are also involved in the
operation of Mahila Bazaar,
Pari Bazaar to promote local
artisans and traditional art
forms. Efforts are made to
make people aware of the

traditional handicrafts of
Bhopal city. Efforts are made
to connect citizens through
heritage drives and walks.
Information about cultural
traditions is given to the peo-

ple. Chief Minister Chouhan
said that the work being done
by the sisters of the club for
the preservation of traditional arts is inspiring and commendable.

All citizens should join "Har GharTiranga"
campaign in Madhya Pradesh: CM
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has said
that in the Amrit Mahotsav of Azadi , we are
remembering the brave freedom fighters who
got freedom for us by sacrificing even the last drop
of their blood. In Madhya Pradesh, "Har
GharTiranga" campaign will be implemented with
enthusiasm and zeal. All citizens have to join in
this. On August 4, I myself went to buy the Tiranga
for the purpose of public awareness for the campaign. In this sequence, by hoisting the Tiranga in a
cruise in Bhopal's Upper Lake (Bhojtal), I am calling upon the general public to hoist the Tiranga in
every establishment and house from August 13 to
15. CM said that the Tiranga is the pride, glory and
honour of the country.
Chouhan was addressing the citizens and students gathered at Kamala Park, Sheetal Das ki
Bagia, VIP Road near Raja Bhoj statue, while travelling on a cruise at Bhopal's Bhojtal this evening.
CM gave his address without worrying about the
rain with the presentation of songs on the tune of
patriotic songs. Singer Aakriti Mehra, Police Band
team and citizens sang patriotic songs. Chouhan
said that 75 years of country's independence are
being completed on 15th August. The Prime

Minister Narendra Modi has called upon every
countryman to hoist the Tiranga in every home on
the Amrit Mahotsav of Azadi. India's esteem is getting a boost under the leadership of PM Modi. He
has decided to conduct nation-wide "Har
GharTiranga" campaign to give a dignified look to
the Amrit Mahotsav of Azadi. The citizens of
Madhya Pradesh have become emotionally
attached to this campaign. They are fulfilling the
civic duty with the feeling of patriotism in their
hearts. It has also been said that
"Jhandauncharahehamara", "vijayivishwatirangapyara" . Our Tiranga is our pride. We are remembering the martyrs, because they not only sacrificed
their youth but their whole lives. Martyrs filled the
land of India with the colour of their blood. India

became independent. By remembering those martyrs, we are taking India on the path of progress
according to their dreams. Chouhan said that the
"Har GharTiranga" campaign is not just an act of
hoisting the Tiranga, but it is a resolution that we
should contribute maximum in the development of
the nation. We leave no stone unturned in performing our duty. Hoist the Tiranga yourself while hailing Mother India and inspire others to do the
same.During the appeal of Chief Minister Chouhan
to join the campaign to hoist the Tiranga at every
house, the children maintained their presence on
VIP Road even in heavy rain. The children had
Tirangas in their hands. Thousands of children
waved the Tiranga while chanting the patriotic
songs on VIP Road. The people gathered with the
Tiranga in hands at Boat Club Road, Sheetal Das ki
Bagia, Retghat, Bhoj Statue and VIP Road near the
cruise route in Bhojtal, to extend their support for
the "Har GharTiranga" campaign during the period
from 13 to 15 August on the call of Chouhan.
During the cruise tour, Chief Minister Shri
Chouhan, accepting the greetings of students and
citizens, made a beginning of waving the Tiranga.
Meanwhile, the students continued to wave the
Tiranga even when it started raining heavily. CM
praised the spirit of the children.

Madhya Pradesh leads by giving better health services: CM Chouhan
 After receiving runner up award from GoI,
MP must top in upgrading hospitals
 CM Chouhan transfers Rs.66 crore to
health institutions with a single click
 Award to State's health services
Team Absolute|Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has said that
Madhya Pradesh should always be first in the field of
health, continuous efforts should be made for this. With
the achievement of receiving award for health services of
Madhya Pradesh from the Government of India, it is necessary
that excellent work should continue in this direction. In
Madhya Pradesh, a scheme has been implemented to reward
health institutions providing good services to citizens. Doctors
do the greatest service to the suffering humanity. During the
Corona period, doctors and nursing staff have done wonderful
service to the people. It is an important section of the society.
Best performing doctors and other employees will be rewarded in future also. Congratulating the award-winning health

C

institutions, Chouhan
urged them to work in this
spirit. Chief Minister Shri
Chouhan was addressing
the launch of the entire
Kayakalp Abhiyan and
Kayakalp award distribution function of the Health
Department at Kushabhau
Thackeray Auditorium
here today. CM also transferred an amount of Rs.66 crores to the accounts of in-charges
of health institutions of the state under SampoornaKayakalp
Abhiyan. With this amount, better maintenance of health
institutions and other necessary works can be done according
to local needs.Chouhan handed over the Runner Up Award to
ACS Health Mohammad Suleman and Commissioner Health
SudamKhade, which was recently conferred by the
Government of India to the Health Department for excellent
work at the primary health center level in the
SampoornaKayakalp Abhiyan.
Chief Minister said that the scheme of rejuvenation of hos-

pitals will be useful for the public. Changes in
working practices have already begun. As a
result of the operation of the new system, more
than Rs 37 crore has been saved in the purchase of materials. It is a symbol of good governance and will power for effective reforms in
the health sector. The desire to do the best
leads to good results. Chouhan said that help
desks should also be set up in hospitals. The
doctors and paramedical staff should treat
patients and their families with more love.
Satisfactory services have also been provided in Covid vaccination. This staff has an important contribution in giving the
safety circle of health to the public. Better implementation of
Ayushman Bharat scheme and delivery of tele-medicine services are also being expanded. People's participation will bring
good results. He released the booklet published by the department. A short film was also screened
Chouhan presented Kayakalp Awards to district hospitals
for the best operation of health services, first prize of Rs 50
lakh was given to Vidisha district hospital, second prize of Rs
20 lakh to district hospital Dewas and third prize of Rs 10 lakh

was awarded to district hospital Satna. Other health institutions were also rewarded in the programme. Awards were
given in different categories.
Public Health and Family Welfare Minister Dr.Prabhuram
Choudhary said that Kayakalp Abhiyan was launched in the
year 2015. Earlier 65 health institutions were awarded. Since
then, the number of health institutions of the state receiving
the Kayakalp award has been continuously increasing. In the
year 2021-22, 395 health institutions of the state are being
given Kayakalp Awards. He said that SampoornaKayakalp
Abhiyan is being started to make government hospitals more
comfortable and equipped. Choudhary said that the common
man himself should say that he is getting better treatment in
the hospital than before. He said that he talks to patients
admitted in two district hospitals on video calls on Mondays
in a week. He gets information from them about the facilities
available in the hospital. Choudhary said that the Health
Department under the leadership of Chief Minister Chouhan
rendered excellent services during Corona. The Health
Department also did a remarkable job in Corona vaccination.
A record was set for administering 30 lakh vaccine doses in a
day.

hollywood
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JOHN LEGEND 'ALWAYS GOING TO
FEEL THAT LOSS' OF HIS SON JACK
M
Los Angeles | Agencies

usician John Legend and his wife Chrissy Teigen tragically lost their little boy Jack late into the model's pregnancy two years ago and though the singer said his
grief "doesn't feel as heavy," he knows it will never go
away. Los Angeles, Aug 9 (IANS) Musician John
Legend and his wife Chrissy Teigen tragically lost their little boy Jack
late into the model's pregnancy two years ago and though the singer
said his grief "doesn't feel as heavy," he knows it will never go
away.Following the tragedy, John, whose wife revealed last week she
is pregnant again, said some of his recent songs have been about
coping with loss and grief "when you feel broken," reports aceshowbiz.com. He added: "There's no real comfort and you're always going
to feel that loss. It kind of spreads over time, so it doesn't feel as
heavy, but you'll never forget it."
After Jack was stillborn, Teigen shared black and white photos of
the baby and their grief after his delivery, and while John was "hesitant" to make the images public, he now thinks the 'Lip Sync Battle'
star's decision to do so was "powerful" and "wise" because it helped
other people.
Speaking to Lauren Laverne on BBC Radio 4's "Desert Island
Discs," he said, "I was hesitant to share it, but I think Chrissy was
really right. Way more people than anybody realises go through this
and they think they are alone."
"It was a really powerful, wise decision by Chrissy to share it," he
said.The 'Ordinary People' hitmaker, who has daughter Luna, six, and
son Miles, four, with his wife, also spoke about his estrangement from
his mother Phyllis, who fell into depression and battled drug abuse in
his teens.He said, "She fell out of our lives for about a decade. It was
my entire adolescence into my early adulthood. It's still emotional
when I talk to my mother about it, because she feels such regret for
being gone all that time. During that decade she was gone from our
lives. We had to figure things out."

Los Angeles | Agencies

S

inger Demi Lovato, who has gone back to
using she/her pronouns, is currently dating a
fellow musician.
A source close to the 'Sorry Not Sorry' singer shared the
news, reports People. "It's a really happy and healthy relationship," says the insider."He's a super great guy."
Lovato is hard at work gearing up for the release of their eighth
studio album 'Holy Fvck' -- featuring the singles 'Skin of My Teeth'
and 'Substance' on August 19.
"Never have I been more sure of myself and my music, and this
record speaks that for itself," they explained on June 6 of the forthcoming
16-track album, their first full-length body of work since 2021's 'Dancing

DEMI IN HAPPY RELATIONSHIP
WITH NEW MUSICIAN
BOYFRIEND
with the Devil... The Art of Starting Over'.
"To my Lovatics who have been rocking
out with me since the beginning and
those who are just now coming along
for the ride, thank you," concluded
Lovato's statement.
"This record is for you." In
March 2021, Lovato opened
up to fans about being
pansexual during an
episode of 'The Joe
Rogan Experience'
podcast.

Anne
Heche is now in
coma following car
crash

Brad Pitt has
'secret list' of actors
he will never work
with again

Los Angeles | Agencies

A

merican actress and director Anne Heche, who was involved in a car crash in Los
Angeles a few days back, has slipped into a coma.The actress is in extremely critical
condition and has a pulmonary injury requiring mechanical ventilation, reports
'Variety'. The actor's representative said in a statement accessed by 'Variety', "At this
time Anne is in extreme critical condition. She has a significant pulmonary injury
requiring mechanical ventilation and burns that require surgical intervention. She
is in a coma and has not regained consciousness since shortly after the accident."
Earlier, her representative provided an update about her being in stable condition on Saturday. "Her family and friends ask for your thoughts and
prayers. We also ask to respect her privacy during this difficult time. Thank
you', the earlier statement accessed by 'Variety' further read.
Heche was rushed to a hospital on Friday after her car crashed into a
home in the 1700 block of Walgrove Avenue in West Los Angeles, according to reports from 'NBC4LA' and 'CNN'.
According to multiple reports, Heche suffered burn injuries when the
Mini Cooper she was driving burst into flames. The actor was also reported to have been involved in an accident a few minutes before the Walgrove
Avenue crash at a nearby apartment complex.
'Variety' further states that the accident took place as Heche was gearing up
to promote her role in Lifetime's opioid crime drama 'Girl in Room 13'.
Heche was expected to appear this week at the network's Television Critics
Association press tour in order to tout the upcoming project.
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ollywood star Brad Pitt has a 'secret list' of Hollywood
actors he won't work with, according to his 'Bullet Train'
co-star Aaron Taylor-Johnson.The 58-year-old has an
enviable career working with some of the biggest names, but
Taylor-Johnson reckons there are some faces he refuses to film
with, reports mirror.co.uk.The husband of director Sam TaylorJohnson shared this during an interview for the pair's new film
'Bullet Train', in which they play assassins in Japan.Speaking about working with the dad-of-six, Aaron said: "He just
wants to bring light and joy into the world and be around people who are there to have a good time.
"You work with many actors and after a while you start making notes (like) "I am definitely not working with this
person ever again.""Brad has this list too: the 'good' list and the s*** list," reports Variety.
Having made his debut in Hollywood at 24, Pitt has shared the screen with the great and the good of
Hollywood.He starred alongside Leonardo DiCaprio in 'Once Upon A Time in Hollywood', Tilda Swinton in
'Benjamin Button' and of course his ex-wife Angelina Jolie in 'Mr and Mrs Smith'.
Jolie filed for divorce in September 2016 after just two years of marriage, citing 'irreconcilable differences'.
There were concerns the actress' ex may be thinking of retiring after his latest movie when Brad told GQ he
was entering the "last semester of the trimester".However, when asked by reporters during the premiere
whether the movie would be his last, Pitt seemed surprised by the line of questioning.

Zazie Beetz in talks to
reprise her role in 'Joker:
Folie a Deux'

Sean Bean's co-star
Lena Hall responds to
intimacy coordinator
comments

Team Absolute|Mumbai

G

erman-American
actress Zazie Beetz,
who played Arthur
Fleck's imagined love interest
in the 2019 'Joker', is currently in negotiations to reprise
her role as Sophie Dumond
in the Todd Phillips' directed
sequel 'Joker: Folie A Deux'.
The movie, which is set to
start shooting in December,
will hit the theatres on
October 4, 2024, reports
'Deadline'.
Earlier, Lady Gaga took to
her social media to announce
that she's joining the cast of
the movie, which is
rumoured to be a musical.
According to 'Deadline,'
Lady Gaga, an Oscar winner,
is set to play the Joker's girlfriend Harley Quinn. Joaquin
Phoenix is also returning as
Arthur Fleck.
Beetz's Sophie was the
neighbour of Arthur Fleck; a
single mom struggling in
Gotham City. He had delusions of having a romance
with her. She starred in the
Netflix western, The Harder
They Fall, which she shared a
Gotham tribute award on.
Her feature credits include
Dreamworks Animation's
'The Bad Guys', Searchlight's
'Lucy in the Sky', the upcoming Jennifer Gerbert directed movie 'Shelter',
'Deadpool 2' and Seberg opposite Kristen Stewart. She's also a voice on the
Prime Video animated series Invincible.
The first Joker is the highest grossing R-rated movie ever at the global box
office with $1.07 billion and won two Oscars for Best Original Score and
Phoenix as Best Actor.

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY
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ctor Sean Bean's
'Snowpiercer' co-star Lena
Hall has responded to his
comments that intimacy coordinators "spoil the spontaneity" of a
sex scene.
Bean made the comments to
the UK's Times Magazine during
an interview to promote his latest
BBC series, 'Marriage'.
"I think the natural way lovers
behave would be ruined by someone bringing it right down to a
technical exercise, he told the
magazine, adding that Hall, with
whom he had a number of intimate and nude scenes in
'Snowpiercer', "was up for any-

thing" because of
her "musical
cabaret background."
According to
'Variety', Bean is
best known for
his turns as Ned
Stark in 'Game
of Thrones' and
Boromir in 'The
Lord of the
Rings' trilogy
while Hall has
starred in
numerous
Broadway productions,
including
shows such as 'Kinky Boots' and
'Cats' as well as making on-screen
appearances in shows including
'Girls' and 'All My Children'.
In response to Variety's article
covering Bean's comments, Hall
posted an eight-part Twitter
thread in which she said: "Just
because I am in theater (not
cabaret, but I do perform them
every once in a while) does not
mean that I am up for anything."
"Seriously does depend on the
other actor, the scene we are
about to do, the director, and
whatever crew has to be in there
to film it."
According to 'Variety', she also
defended Bean, saying: " He is an
awesome actor and made me feel
not only comfortable but also like

I had a true acting partner in
those bizarre scenes. It was us
against the world and we were
gonna tell that story.
"If I feel comfortable with my
scene partner and with others in
the room then I won't need an
intimacy coordinator.
"But if there is any part of me
that is feeling weird, gross, over
exposed etc., I will either challenge the necessity of the scene or
I'll want an IC (intimacy coordinator)."
Other actors also responded to
Bean's comments, with 'Westside
Story' star Rachel Zegler, who
tweeted: "intimacy coordinators
establish an environment of safety
for actors.
"I was extremely grateful for the
one we had on WSS. They showed
grace to a newcomer like myself +
educated those around me
who've had years of experience.
Spontaneity in intimate scenes
can be unsafe. Wake up."
Intimacy coordinators have
become increasingly prevalent in
film and television following the
advent of the #MeToo movement,
in which, numerous female actors
detailed the uncomfortable and
sometimes even unlawful interactions they had experienced on
sets.
Like stunt coordinators, the job
of an intimacy coordinator is to
choreograph a scene in a safe and
appropriate way.

Kristen Stewart
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Chess Olympiad: Uzbekistan, Ukraine win gold,
Armenia, Georgia silver, India two bronzes
Mamallapuram|Agencies

T

he 14th-seeded Uzbekistan team
won the gold medal while
Armenia and India-2 team won
the silver and bronze in the Open section of the 44th Chess Olympiad held
here, the International Chess
Federation (FIDE) said.
In the women's section, Ukraine won
the gold, Georgia the silver, while the
top seed India-1 had to remain content
with the bronze.
However, the Indian players have a
rich haul of board prizes.
The 11th seeded India-2 team, composed of young players, won 3-1 against
Germany in the 11th and final round
with GMs D. Gukesh, and R.
Praggnanandhaa splitting the points
with their opponents, while GMs Nihal
Sarin and Raunak Sadhwani won their
games against the German players.
In the Open section's final round,
Uzbekistan won 2.5-1.5 against The
Netherlands while Armenia defeated
Spain 2.5-1.5.
Second seeded India-1 team drew
with the top-seeded US 2-2, with GMs P
Harikrishna and Vidit Santosh Gujrathi
drawing their games while GM Arjun
Erigaisi defeated much stronger GM
Leiner Dominguez Perez in 49 moves
but GM SL Narayanan lost to Sam
Shankland.
The India-1 team secured fourth

MANISHA KALYAN, SUNIL
CHHETRI NAMED 2021-22
AIFF FOOTBALLERS OF
THE YEAR

position.
In the women's section the top seeded Indian team lost to the US 1-3 and
had to settle with a bronze medal.
Indian GM Koneru Humpy and
WGM R.Vaishali drew their games while
Tania Sachdev and Bhakti Kulkarni lost.
On the second table, Ukraine defeated Poland 3-1 to win the gold while
Georgia defeated Azerbaijan 3-1 to win
the silver medal. Be that as it may, in
line with their on the board performance, India's young players have a rich

haul of board prizes led by Gukesh on
the first board in the Open section.
On the second board Sarin heads the
table while on the third board, Ergaisi
and Praggnanandhaa are ranked second and third.
In the women's section too, India got
a good number of board prizes.
Chennai girl Vaishali, Sachdev and
Divya Deshmukh are ranked third for
the third, fourth and fifth boards,
respectively.

'Evolving away from tennis': Serena
Williams hints at retirement after US Open
Toronto|Agencies

S

erena Williams, the 23time Grand Slam singles
champion, on Tuesday
hinted towards her retirement, saying that she is
"evolving away from tennis"
after the US Open.
Writing for Vogue, the
American said she is moving
towards "other things that are
important to me", adding she
does not like the word "retirement".
Williams made her singles
return at Wimbledon in June
after a lengthy injury lay-off
that had led to speculation
about her retirement. She
registered her first singles
win in 14 months, beating
Spain's Nuria Parrizas Diaz to
reach the second round of
the National Bank Open in
Toronto on Monday.
The 40-year-old admitted
afterwards she was "getting
close to the light at the end of
the tunnel" with regards to
her remarkable career, before
furthering that statement
with her article.
"I have never liked the
word retirement. It doesn't
feel like a modern word to
me. I've been thinking of this
as a transition but I want to

be sensitive about how I use
that word, which means
something very specific and
important to a community of
people," Williams wrote in
Vogue. "Maybe the best word
to describe what I'm up to is
evolution. I'm here to tell you
that I'm evolving away from
tennis, toward other things
that are important to me.
"I've been reluctant to
admit that I have to move on
from playing tennis. It's like a
taboo topic. It comes up, and
I start to cry. I think the only
person I've really gone there

with is my therapist," she
added.The star player was
knocked out by Harmony
Tan at Wimbledon in her first
singles match for a year earlier this summer, but has her
sights set on the US Open in
what could prove her farewell
tournament.
Williams' last Grand Slam
title came in 2017 to take her
tally to 23, leaving her one
shy of a 24th that would bring
her level with Margaret
Court's record for most
majors.
"Unfortunately I wasn't

ready to win Wimbledon this
year. And I don't know if I will
be ready to win New York.
But I'm going to try. And the
lead-up tournaments will be
fun,'' she added in the article.
"I know there's a fan fantasy that I might have tied
Margaret that day in London,
then maybe beat her record
in New York, and then at the
trophy ceremony say, 'See
ya!', I get that. It's a good fantasy. But I'm not looking for
some ceremonial, final oncourt moment. I'm terrible at
goodbyes, the world's worst."

CWG 2022

India at Birmingham 2022: Wrestlers, lifters and athletes
steal the show; paddler Sharath the top performer
Birmingham|Agencies

T
New Delhi: Manisha Kalyan and
Sunil Chhetri have been named as the
2021-22 AIFF Women's Footballer of
the Year and the 2021-22 Men's
Footballer of the Year, respectively.
The two stalwarts were nominated
as winners by their respective national
team coaches Thomas Dennerby, and
Igor Stimac.
While Manisha had won the
Women's Emerging Footballer of the
Year for last season, while this is the
7th time that Sunil won the award,
having last won it in 2018-19.
"Manisha has come up with some
outstanding performances for the
National Team, and also her club. She
has scored goals, and also n assisted
on a regular basis. Blessed with excellent speed and being a good dribbler,
she has the potential to play in bigger
leagues in the future. She's young, and
still developing but has been our best
player," women's ntional Team Head
Coach Thomas Dennerby said.
Manisha recently signed a multiyear contract for Cypriot champions
Apollon Ladies. The club, who were
the winners of the 2020-21 Cypriot top
division, have earned a place in the
qualifying rounds of the 2022-23 UEFA
Women's Champions League.
Speaking about Sunil, Men's National
Team Head Coach Igor Stimac
explained, "Sunil was our highest goalscorer, scoring 5 goals, and also the
Player of the Tournament in the SAFF
Cup. Furthermore, he led from the
front scoring 4 goals in 3 games in the
3rd round of AFC Asian Cup qualifiers
in Kolkata. His commitment, leadership, discipline and hard work were
impressive throughout bad, and good
times." In addition, Martina
Thokchom was named as the 2021-22
Women's Emerging Footballer of the
Year, and Vikram Partap Singh was
named as the 2021-22 Men's Emerging
Footballer of the Year by the two
National team coaches. "Martina is
just 17 years old. She is a very strategic
midfielder with an exceptional vision
of the game," Dennerby stated.
"She has already earned her first
India cap for the senior team, and has
been quite regular since then. She also
put up a stellar performance for the
Indian Arrows in the IWL."
Speaking about Vikram, Stimac
mentioned, "He contributed to his
club success last season with 22
appearances and 3 goals in the Hero
ISL, and also the AFC Champions
League. He also played a crucial role
in our India's campaign in the AFC
U23 qualifiers for the Asian Cup scoring 1 goal."Meanwhile, Crystal John
was adjudged the 2021-22 AIFF Best
Referee of the Year, while Ujjal Halder
was named the 2021-22 AIFF Best
Assistant Referee of the Year.
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he Indian contingent, whatever is remaining
of it as the weightlifting, wrestling , athletics,
and judo squads have already reached India,
will leave Birmingham basking in glory as they
pulled off some great performances to finish
fourth in the medals table with 61 medals -- 22
gold, 16 silver and 23 bronze.
Australia as expected topped the table with 178
medals (67-57-54) but were run close by hosts
England, who produced their best-ever performance ending with 176 medals (57-66-53) while
Canada were a distant third with 92 medals (2632-34).
The Indians have all the reasons to be proud of
their Birmingham show as they managed to win
these many medals without contribution from
shooting, which had earned us 16 medals in Gold
Coast when India had finished with 66 medals
and a third place in the standings.
India's best performance at the Commonwealth
Games was in 2010 as hosts -- a second place finished with 101 medals (38-27-36). But the 2010
edition had more sports besides shooting like
archery and tennis in which India won medals.
So, if we take those things into consideration,
Birmingham 2022 was huge success for India.
There were gains for India at these Games which
augurs well taking into account next year's Asian
Games and the 2024 Olympics in Paris.
The most heartening aspect of India's performance in Birmingham was the eight medals won in
track and field with youngsters like steeplechase
Avinash Sable, triple jumpers Eldhose Paul and
Abdulla Aboobacker, walkers Priyanka Goswami
and Sandeep Kumar, javelin thrower Annu Rani,
long jumper Murali Sreeshankar and Tejaswin
Shankar stealing the show. India claimed eight
medals in athletics including gold in the triple
jump by Eldhose Paul, the first gold medal in that
discipline by an Indian the silver won by
Mohinderpal Singh Gill in 1974 was our best in TJ.
The undoubted star for India in track and field
was Avinash Sable who challenged the Kenyan
hegemony in the 3000m steeplechase, finishing
second, losing the gold medal by 500th of a second. Abraham Kibiwot, the gold medallist, presented a brave front but it was sure he had his
heart in his mouth for a few seconds as Sable
made a late charge to the finish line virtually
hanging onto the Kenyan runner's shoulder as he
crossed the finish line.
Eldhose Paul, who led a 1-2 finish in triple
jump, was the other big gain for India from track
and field, one who could be further groomed into
a medal winner at Paris. He hopped, skipped and
jumped into history books as India's first gold
medallist in the triple jump finishing ahead of
Abdulla Aboobacker. Paul had the best effort of
17.03 metres for gold while Aboobacker finished
with 17.02 to take silver. India's Praveen Chithravel
finished fourth, narrowly missing the bronze
medal.
The wrestlers and weightlifters, as expected,
dominated the show, winning 22 of the 61 medals
that India bagged. Wrestlers won 12 medals while
weightlifters 10 but that was expected as the competition in both these sports is not tough at the
Commonwealth Games level.
Still, the manner in which Bajrang Punia,
Shakshi Malik, Deepak Punia, Ravi Kumar Dahiya
and Vinesh Phogat won their gold medals was a
treat to the eye. They were dominant and did not
give others the chance to come closer. Rio
Olympic bronze medallist Sakshi Malik won her
first medal in Commonwealth Games would have
boosted her confidence ahead of the World
Championships and Asian Games. She trailed her
Canadian opponent but came back strongly to pin
her down after a brilliant double-leg attack.
In weightlifting, Mirabai Chanu, Jeremy

Lalrinnunga and Achinta Shauli won gold with
impressive performance despite the poor standard. Sanket Sargar won the silver medal, injuring
himself in the processing needing surgery.
The other gains for India were from the lawn
bowl rinks where the team of Lovely Choubey,
Rupa Rani Tirkey, Pinki, and Nayanmoni Saika
won an unexpected gold in Women's Fours while
the Men's Fours of Sunil Bahadur, Chandan Singh,
Navneet Singh and Dinesh Kuma claimed a silver.
India also came close to winning a medal in the
Men's Pairs event.
On the individual front, the veteran table tennis
star, Achanta Sharath Kamal surprised everyone
by winning four medals -- three of them including
the Men's Team -- gold medals. Sharath was in
brilliant form, playing his role as India defended
the Men's Team gold. But the medals that were
more satisfying were the Men's Singles gold and

the one in Mixed Doubles in the company of
youngster Sreeja Akula.
Sharath turned the clock back by 16 years to
win the singles gold medal beating Liam Pitchford
of England, ranked 20th in the world, 4-1. It was a
comfortable win for someone that had played the
last match on the previous evening and must have
reached his dwellings around midnight. He had
played six matches daily in the last couple of days
and his victory in the singles gives an insight into
this physical and mental strength that makes one
excel in such a schedule.
The Mixed Doubles gold medal was an even
better tribute to the adaptability of a 40-year-old
player who could forge a successful partnership
with around 16 years younger than him and that
too after training with Sreeja Akula for 2-3 days.
Young Sreeja was another gain for Indian table
tennis as she showed great composure and grit to

come back and play Mixed Doubles after suffering
two heartbreak defeats in singles.
However, Manika Batra, who dazzled her way to
victory in the women's singles title at Gold Coast
in 2018, turned out to be a big disappointment as
she returned from Birmingham without a single
medal even though she participated in four disciplines.
Overall, the table tennis contingent, which had
bagged eight medals in Gold Coast, could manage
only five medals in Birmingham 2022 while paraTT star Bhavina Patel and Sonal Patel contributed
gold and bronze to make the tally look more
healthy. Bhavina showed that she is one of the
best in her category in the world with easy wins in
the entire tournament.
The Indians did well in badminton too though
the defeat in the Mixed Team final to Malaysia was
a big dampener. PV Sindhu, the two-time medallist at the Olympics and a former World
/Champion, was the highest-ranked female player
in the fray and duly won the women's singles title
despite being troubled by a niggle in her Achilles,
which restricted her movement and speed in the
semis and final. She managed to claim her first
singles gold at the Commonwealth Games.
The men's doubles pair of Satwiksairaj
Rankireddy and Chirag Shetty too won their maiden gold medal in individual competitions as they
came up with a superb display to beat the English
pair of Ben Lane and Sean Vendy in straight
games.
Lakshya Sen showed class and determination in
coming back from a game down to beat a strong
opponent and claim his maiden Men's Singles
title. Kidambi Srikanth, who had won silver four
years ago, had to be satisfied with a bronze medal.
India failed to repeat its Gold Coast success in
boxing too. In 2018, India had won nine medals in
boxing, topping the table with three gold, three silver and as many bronze.
In Birmingham, India won three gold medals
with World Champion Nikhat Zareen, Nitu
Ghanghas and Amit Panghal triumphing in their
respective weight categories. But Olympic bronze
medallist Lovlina Borgohain was a huge disappointment as she made an early exit despite kicking up a storm on social media by complaining
about her coach not getting the proper accreditation to be with her in the village. Mohit Ahlawat
got
In squash, Saurav Ghosal won his first individual medal -- a bronze in men's singles beating a
strong opponent in James Wilstrop of England in
three straight games in the final. He also partnered
with Dipika Pallikal Karthik for the bronze medal
in mixed doubles.
The hockey teams was happy to win medals at
the Commonwealth Games after going medal-less
at Gold Coast in 2018, though the women's team
could have won a silver or even gold while the
men could have avoided slumping to another
humiliating defeat to World No 1 Australia in the
final.
The Indian women's cricket team, which was
hosted in a hostel as they usually do instead of the
various Games village, bagged the silver medal as
cricket returned to the sport for the first time after
1998.
India did well in the T20 format to beat hosts
England in the semi-final and just fell short
against Australia in the final. However, the Aussies
once again benefitted as they were allowed to play
all-rounder Tahlia McGrath despite testing positive for Covid.
Whether the T20 version of cricket makes it to
the Olympics or not, it sure was a hit at
Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games.
It sure helps the Game in becoming more relevant by introducing new-age sports. But the
Commonwealth Games Federation (CGF) still
needs to do a lot if the Games have to become
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Taapsee Pannu gets
agitated by paparazzi
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

aapsee Pannu, was recently
seen attending an event in the
city. The paparazzi were waiting outside the event to photograph her. The actress began
walking towards the main event as soon
as she got at the location. The
paparazzi, on the other hand, requested
her to wait and pose for a few photos.
One of the photographers also stated
that they had been waiting for hours
and that she was running late for the
event.
The actress stated that she need-

ed to go inside for the event and that she
couldn't pose for photographs. One pap
responded, "Humlog bhi aapke liye hi
khade hain. Humko bhi 4:30 baje se
bulaya hain."
Taapsee got upset because she didn't
like the cameraman's tone. She stated,
"Aap daant kyu rahe ho, meri kya galti
hain isme. Mere ko aise kyu suna rahe
ho?" The pap went on to argue with the
actress and said, "Humlog bhi aapke lie
khade hain." The actress then said, "Muje
waha bola gaya hain ki ready hojao. Waha
pe jo mujhe bola gaya hai me woh kar
rahi hu. Aap mujse aise kyu bol rahe ho
jaise maine aapko pehle bulaya hain."

The actress added, "Dekhiye aap
mujhse dhang se baat kijiye, me apna
kaam karungi. Mujhe jis time pe bulaya
gaya tha me har jageh pohochti hu. Aap
mere se tameez se baat kariye me aapse
tameez se baat karungi."
When the pap argued and said,
"Humne aapse tameez se baat ki thi,"
Taapse said, "camera is on me once this
camera turns on you, then you will understand how you are talking to me."
Meanwhile, Taapse will next be seen in
'Blurr,' Anurag Kashyap's 'Do Baara,' and
Rajkumar Hirani's 'Dunki,' which co-stars
Shah Rukh Khan.

SHEHNAAZ GILL BREAKS THE
SILENCE ON RUMOURS OF HER NOT
BEING IN SALMAN KHAN STARTER
Team
Absolute|Chennai

S

hehnaaz Gill is
among the wellrenowned star,
who rose to fame after
her stint in Bigg Boss
13. The actress shares
a close bond with
superstar Salman
Khan.
A few months ago,
speculations were rife
that Shehnaaz will
soon mark her
Bollywood debut with
Salman Khan starrer
Kabhi Eid Kabhi
Diwali which is now titled Bhaijaan. Neither Shehnaaz, nor
her team confirmed the same. However, on 8 August, it was
reported that Shehnaaz has unfollowed Salman Khan which
sparked rumours about her being ousted from the film.
Reacting to such rumours, Shehnaaz took to her social
media and wrote, "LOL! these rumors are my daily dose of
entertainment since last few weeks I can't wait for people to
watch the film and of course me too in the film".
Meanwhile, Bhaijaan which is helmed by Farhad Samji,
stars Pooja Hegde, Siddharth Nigam, Raghav Juyal, and Jassie
Gill in pivotal roles.
On the professional front, Shehnaaz Gill was last seen in
Honsla Rakh alongside Diljit Dosanjh and Sonam Bajwa.
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MARRYING ALI
FAZAL SOON: 'KAR
LENGE KISI
TARAH SE'

CHAITANYA AND
RASHMIKA
MANDANNA TO
COLLABORATE
IN A PROJECT

F

or quite a
year or so,
the reports
of Naga Chaitanya teaming up
with Sarkaru Vaari Paata director
Parasuram have been doing bouts in the
tinsel town. Although, the film has not
been announced yet, it has created a lot
of buzzes. Now, the film is buzzing with
another set of reports that Rashmika
Mandanna is reportedly on board as the
female lead. For the past year or two,
rumours about Naga Chaitanya collaborating with Sarkaru Vaari Paata filmmaker Parasuram have been circulating. Even
though the film has not yet been
announced, it has generated a lot of
hype. Rashmika Mandanna is supposedly on board as the female protagonist,
and the project is already buzzing with
new reports.
According to speculations, filmmaker
Parasuram wants Geeta Govindam
actress Rashmika Mandanna to play
Chaitanya's love interest opposite
Chaitanya. If Rashmika signs on, the coupling would be novel, and it is likely to
generate great interest in the movie.
Furthermore, if speculations are correct,

it would be Naga Chaitanya and
Rashmika Mandanna's first cooperation
and her second collaboration with filmmaker Parsauram, since she was also the
female lead in Mahesh Babu's Sarkaru
Vaari Paata. However, no formal statement has been made concerning the
project. There were rumours last month
that this untitled film will have a particular relationship with Naga Chaitanya's
grandpa, legendary actor Akkineni
Nageswara Rao. According to reports, the
film would be named after the actor's
grandpa.
Meanwhile, Naga Chaitanya is awaiting the release of his Bollywood debut
film Laal Singh Chaddha, in which he costars alongside Aamir Khan. This eagerly
awaited picture is based on the 1994
American film Forrest Gump, which is a
film adaptation of Winston Groom's 1986
novel of the same name. In the film, Naga
Chaitanya will portray an army officer.
Kareena Kapoor Khan plays the female
lead in the film.
In addition, the actor is working on a
web series called Dhootha. Naga
Chaitanya makes his OTT debut in this
horror thriller, which also stars Parvathy
Thiruvothu, Priya Bhavani Shankar,
Prachi Desai, and Tharun Bhascker
Dhaassyam.

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY
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li and Richa were set to get married in April 2020 but postponed the wedding due to Covid-19 restrictions. Even last year, Ali had told in an interview that they hoped to get married by March 2022, but none of the plans
has yet materialised.Recently, rumours about the two exchanging wedding
vows in September 2022, are doing rounds on the internet. It is also reported
that the couple is all set to host a reception in Mumbai with around 400 guests.
Whereas, the wedding festivities will take place in Mumbai and Delhi with close
friends and family in attendance.When enquired about her wedding plans,
Richa Chadha told an entertainment portal, "I think shaadi ho jaegi iss saal. Kar
lenge kisi tarah se (We will get married this year, will marry somehow). We're
very excited to get married but (we are) just worried about Covid and want to
be responsible. (We) don't want to be in the news for the wrong reasons. Plus,
we've both gotten really, really busy when stuff opened up, and work resumed
at full pace. So I'm saying we have to like do a live production job of taking combination dates and making this happen this year."Meanwhile, on the work front,
Richa Chadha has Fukrey 3 and Abhi Toh Party Shuru Hui Hai lined up. She is
also producing Girls Will Be Girls with Ali Fazal. While Ali was last seen in the
Hollywood film Death on the Nile.

Kiara Advani recalls slap
sequence in Kabir

K

iara Advani is one of the most well-known and promising performers in Bollywood. She made her acting debut in 2014 with the film
Fugly. However, she rose to prominence with her outstanding performance in the 2016 biopic MS Dhoni: The Untold Story. Meanwhile,
her 2019 film Kabir Singh, which also starred Shahid Kapoor, garnered
mixed reviews due to a scene in which Kabir slaps Preeti, Advani's
character, and it quickly became the talk of the town. In a recent interview with a top portal, Kiara discussed the slap sequence in Kabir
Singh, saying that it was 'blown out of proportion.' She described it as
a love story, saying, "The thing about love is that it's the only thing
that can allow you to forgive certain behaviours in life." Kiara went
on to say that relationships are complicated, and it's extremely
simple for a third person to tell someone to "get out of that relationship" if they've cheated, haven't been courteous to the other
person, or have hit someone.

Alia shares vacation
pics with hubby
Ranbir Kapoor

A

lia Bhatt and her husband, actor Ranbir
Kapoor, are about to begin the most exciting chapter of their life as they prepare to
become parents. On June 27, the Gangubai
Kathiawadi actress revealed her pregnancy on
Instagram. After being in a relationship for 5
years, the pair married on April 14, 2022, in
their Vastu mansion in Bandra, Mumbai. Alia
and Ranbir have been busy with their business
life since their wedding, but they have finally
taken time out for themselves and are presently
vacationing in Italy.
Recently, it was reported that Ranbir and Alia
had gone on a week-long trip to spend time
together. Now, the Student Of The Year 2
actress has posted an image from her vacation
with Ranbir, and her pregnancy glow is
unmissable. Alia also thanked her fans on
Instagram for their support for her recently
released film, Darlings. She captioned the photograph: "Eternally grateful for this sunshine THANK YOU for all the love my lovesssss." Reacting
to the photo, Sonam Kapoor sent love to Alia and said:
"I went there for my Babymoon too! It's literally the
best! Have fun!"

Sameea Bangera
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